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It is a pleasure and also an honor for me, to write some words about this
book. One of the authors, Mircea Cardu, is one of my good fellows in the field of
technological development. Mrs. Malvina Baica, in his turn, is known as a
distinguished mathematician.
The book is a completion of an idea of Professor Valeriu Alaci . I have had
him as professor on Mathematical Analysis at the "Politehnica" University of
Timi~oara. I could remember here the words of Latin poet Ovidiu, expiated at
Tomis (at present Constanta - Romania): "The end crowns the work" .
The book, with a striking mathematical content, is the work of two authors
with various professions, a mathematician and a technological development
diploma engineer specialized in the thermal machines field. They have had
a mutual purpose and so they constituted a valuable team.
The secret of success of any team consists in a good understanding between
his members and in this case the understanding was formed from childhood. The
past separated authors, interposing between them an Ocean, but the links was
maintained and, after the moment they met again, with the experience and the
prestige obtained in both professions, the friendship and cooperation has begun to
give results. So, with couple of authors Baica - Cardu, come out a series of papers
with mathematical character. These papers together constitute the content of this
book. Also, was come out a series of papers - with the couple of authors Cardu Baica - with technical character, having as subject ecological implications of
thermo-power plants operation.
A quality of this volume's chapters is their originality, conferred by the local
culture inheritance. The Quality will incite the interest first of all of the specialists
who desire to promote the new things.
The book demonstrates, once again, the Science hasn't frontiers and is a world
good. As such the book is supported by all those which wish to promote the society
progress. The University oj Wisconsin - USA is a clear testimony of this point of view.
This scientific and education institution was supp0l1ed the respective researches and
also was fully participated and founding the papers and this book. Also the contribution
of the University "Politehnica" Timi~oara - Romania was very important.
I recommend the Paratrigonometry, so entitled by the authors, being
a nonconventional Trigonometry, especially for the specialists interested in the
materials behavior with deviation of ideally state. Also, I recommend that the specialist
applies a creative thinking about the characteristic elements of the Paratrigonometry.

Marius PECULEA
Titular Member of the Romanian Academy

INTRODUCTION

This volume comprises all of the authors' research papers published between
2002 and 20 J O. They have as their subjects's diverse aspects and applications of a
non-conventional trigonometry which we have named "Paratrigonometry".
Paratrigonometry is a generalization of classical trigonometry which it
contains as a special case. It is also includes as a special case the Quadratic
Trigonometry as developed by Professor Valeriu Alaci of the Politehnica
University of Timisoara - Romania in his book Quadratic Trigonom etry, Graphic
Arts Publishing Institute of Timisoara, 1939.
The authors of thIs volume, both graduates of institutions of higher
education in Timisoara, initiated these generalizations in response to and
celebration of the exquisite originally of Professor Alaci's work.
The chapters in this volume concerning what we have called
"Paratrigonometry" were originally published as papers in the Scientific Bulletin 0/
the Politehnica University o/Timisoara - Transaction o/Mathematics and Physics.
A list references is included at the end .
This book is organized in a manner that allows each chapter to be read
independently as well as in the context of the assembled chapters. There is some
repetition of formulas and figures to facilitate a smoother understanding. We
dedicate this book to all who are passionate about new directions in Mathematics,
students and specialists alike.
The publication of this book is made possible with the integral financial
participation of the University of Wisconsin - Whitewater, Wisconsin, USA. For
this assistance, we express our gratitude. We also wish to tbank Professor John
F. Stone, Dean of Graduate Studies and Continuing Education at the University of
Wisconsin - Whitewater.
The Authors
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1. ELEMENTS OF POLYGONAL TRIGONOMETRY

1.1. Intro duction
More than 60 years ago Professor Valeriu Alaci of "Politehnica" University
of Timisoara, Romania developed the "Quadratic Trigonometry".
At that time, in this new chapter of Mathematics, he introduced a
"Trigonometry" which is based on a "Trigonometric Square" inscribed in a unit
radius circle, as the classical trigonometry is based on a "Trigonometric Circle" of
radius one. This "Quadratic Trigonometry" which we denote with (QT), was for
the first time presented and published in a book with about 250 pages [1].
Generalizing the idea of the "Trigonometric Square" to the "Trigonometric
Polygon", in this chapter we introduce the basic elements of a "Polygonal
Trigonometry" which we denote by (PT). At this time we will only introduce the
definitions of these new trigonometric functions and establish some basic
relationship in this (PT).

1.2. Fundamental relations in (QT)
As we mentioned above, (QT) is based on an inscribed square in a circle of
radius one and is positioned in relation to the coordinate axes as they are
represented in Figure 1.1.
Similar to the trigonometric
function in the "Circular Trigonometry"
(CT), in (QT), with reference to the
trigonometric square ABeD, we have:

MM'
.
0 A = 1 we have
sq a. =- and since

A

OA
sq a. = MM' . We denoted with sq a. the

function "Quadratic Sine" of angle ex .
In the same way, for the function
"Quadratic Cosine" of angle a. we have
cq a. = OM . From the triangles OMM'

0
Fig. 1.1. Reference square and its circumscribed
circle in the "Quadratic Trigonometry" (QT).

and ONN' we have a first fundamental relation of (QT), thus:

tqa.

sqa.
cqa.

sma.

= -- = -

-

cosa.

=

tga.

(1.1 )

The Paralrigol1omelry
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With this relation we make the connection between (QT) and (CT).
We denoted (CT) the "Classical Trigonometry" or "Conventional
Trigonometry", which is based on the trigonometric circle with center at 0 and
radius one. Thus OA =OB = OC = OD = I, which we also represent in Figure 1.1.
Also in (QT) the functions "Quadratic Secant" and "Quadratic Cosecant"
are:

I

I

secqa = -  and cosecqa = - - .
cqa
sqa
The second fundamental relation of (QT) results from the right triangles

OMM' and MAM' the last being isosceles with
MM'=sqa,OM'=cqa and OM'+M'A=l we have:

MM' = AM'.

Since

Elements ofPolygo

For the tr
We denol
function " PolYf
number if side:
notati on we can
Also, we

(CT) case.
Fi gure 1.
trigonometric c
represent the fir

In this p;

sqa + cqa = 1

(1 .2)

the firs t quadral

It is known that in (CT) the fundamental relations corresponding to (1.2) of
(QT) is:

1.4. Fw

2

2

sin a + cos a = 1.

(1.3)
To
functions
quadrant
sp(12)a

1.3. Polygonal Trigonometry (P1) foundations
(PT) is based on the regular "Trigonometric Polygon" of the number of
equal sides n being divisible by four. This trigonometric polygon is inscribed in a
circle with radius one. Its position in relation to the reference rectangular axes is
represented in Figure 1.2.
Thus the number of sides of the trigonometric polygon is n = 4· m , where In
is a positive integer.
or=::::::::___
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number the c
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/
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Fig. 1.2. Reference polygon (case 11 = 12), and its circumscribed circle
in the "Polygonal Trigonometry" CPT).
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For the trigonometric square n = 4 and for the trigonometric circle n =: CIJ.
We denote the function "Polygonal Sine" of angle a with sp(n) a ,and the
function "Polygonal Cosine" of angle a with cp(n) a , where n represents the
number if sides of the trigonometric polygon considered. Thus, using this new
notation we can write spa = sp(4)a and cpa = cp(4)a, respectively for (QT).
Also, we can write sin a = sp(CIJ) a and cosa = cp(CIJ) a respectively for the

from the right triangles

th

MM'= AM'.

Since

(I.2)

(CT) case.
Figure 1.2 refers to a trigonometric polygon with twelve sides inscribed in a
trigonometric circle with center at 0. To improve the clarity of the figure we
represent the first quadrant only

(a=: 0, ... , ~)

of the trigonometric reference.

In this paper we intend to analyze the trigonometric functions variations in
the first quadrant only.

corresponding to (1 .2) of

1.4. Fundamental relations in (PT)
0·3)
To
functions
quadrant
sp(l2)a

ions

obtain relation of general order among the polygonal trigonometric
we say nothing about the fact that in Figure 1.2 we represented the first
of a trigonometric polygon with twelve sides. In this way instead of
and cp(12)a we will use the general notations sp(n)a and cp(n)a. We

ygon" of the number of
polygon is inscribed in a
Tence rectangular axes is

number the circle sectors whose chords are the sides of the considered
trigonometric polygon with I, 2, 3, ... , i where in the trigonometric mean ing "i"
represents the number of the sectors where the considered angle a opens up. If we

gon is n =: 4 . m , where m

refer to the first quadrant we have i max

= ~.
4

Considering Fig. 1.2 we have
MM'
OM'
sp(n)a=--=MM' and cp(n)a=--= OM'.
OA
OA

Also, tg p(n)a

=:

sp(n)a .
cp(n)a

From the similarity of the triangles OMM' and ONN' we obtain:
sp(n)a

--'--'---'- = tg a .

(1.4)

cp(n)a

Relation (1.4) is similar to (1.1) of (QT).
To establish the second fundamental relation of (PT) we see that:
Q

nscribed circle

OM'+ M'C'+ C'B'+B'A

=:

1.

( 1.5)

This relation is valid for the situation represented in Fig. 1.2 (Trigonometric
Polygon with n = 12).

The Paratrigonometry
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For the situation regarding trigonometric polygons with a larger number of

If in rdat
obtain relation
relations in (PT)
Using the
functions in (PT
In Figure

14

--

--

sides, we have a larger number of line segments of category C'B' and B'A
respectively, which represent the projections on the (OA) axis of some integer
sides of the trigonometric polygon.
We mention that we denoted with Yi the angle MCP, but we did not mark
this angle Yi on Figure
We

notice

Y2 == n - 2{3 -

1.2 because we wish to have a clear picture in Figure 1.2.
{3 == 2n
n

that

and

from

the

triangle

OCQ

we

have

quadrant) for
cosa = cp(oo) a
cp (n)

S_n-{3_n
- -2-

n

-"2 - --;; .

S. Likewise the angle

Making

all

the

«

1'O~

0 .9 ·' 

substitutions we obtain Y2 == ~(n - 6) .
2n
For the genera l case we have:

:::

. _. -

0.6 - 

.

n

( 1.6)

Yi ==(n-41+2)-.

2n

0.5
0.4

We remember that OM' == cp(n)a , and from the triangle MCP we have:

0.3

0.2

M'C'==

sp(n a)-Sin[(i -1) 2n]
n

0.1

(1.7)

From triangle CBB" we have:
sin

Fig. ] .3. The repl

[U -I) 2n] - sin [u _2) 2n]

C'B'=

n

n .

(1.8)

tgYi-1

We see th
with the trigono

where

2n

(1.9)

Yi-1 = [n-4(i-I)+2]-.

n

1.5. CO)

Applying this reasoning further for sectors with order numbers smaller and
smaller compared with i and considering relation (1.6) as having a general
character, we can deduce the following relation, of general order, between sp(n) a
and cp(n)a:

sp(n)a-sin[ (i

.)=;-1 sin[ (i - j)

+

cp(n)a+

tg Y,.
where: i - j

-1) 2:]

~

1.

I

j=l

2:]-sin[ (i - j -I) 2:]
=1. (1.10)

tg Yi- j

"Quadrati
Valeriu Alaci i.
Trigonometry" I
In this c
Trigonometry" I
any regular pol
become partieu
polygon is the n
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If in relation (1.10) with the help of (1.9) we perfonn n=4 (square) we
obtain relation (1.2) characteristic of (QT). Consequently, the fundamental
relations in (PT) are relations (1.4) and (1.1 0).
Using these relations we can calculate the values of the trigonometric
functions in (PT).
In Figure 1.3 we represented graphically the function cp(n)a (in the first
quadrant) for n = 4 ,
cosa = cp(oo) a.

n =8

and

n = 12

and for comparison the function

cp (n} o.

n

Making

all

the

1.0 ~~==:j:=--"'--~----'--------'-----'-----'
0.9
0.8

f----!-·~...._-I ------'~

0,7

!- - -

0.6 - - 

(1.6)

0,5 f--- - ! - -- - I - - --f- -

0.4

angle MCP we have:

I---"""=- --"..;""-:----=--l

n =--4

f---+---I---+------t ----"""-<:::-~~f--__+--- I

0.3 f - - - + ---+
0,2

f---+---I--- I----I---------j-~I!kI_--_I

0.1

f---+---I----I-----f---------I----j~~-I

(1.7)
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90

Fig. 1.3. The representation of Ihe functions cp( 11) a for n = 4, 11 = 8 > n = 12 and n = 00 ,

~]

in the first quadrant ( a =

0, ... , ~ ) .

( 1.8)
We see that on the points which mark the contact on the circumscribed circle
with the trigonometric basic polygon (see Figure 1.2) we have cp(ll) a = cosa.
(1.9)

1.5. Conclusions of Chapter 1
tier numbers smaller and
6) as having a general
I order, between sp(n)a

[(i -j-l) ~;

]

E-=--- - - - = '

rj

= 1. (I. 10)

"Quadratic Trigonometry" (QT), elaborated by the Romanian Professor
Valeriu Alaci is based on the "Trigonometric Square" as well as the "Classical
Trigonometry" (CT) is based on the "trigonometric Circle".
In this chapter I we elaborated the basic elements of the " Polygonal
Trigonometry" (PT), which was developed by using a reference geometrical figure,
any regular polygon whose number of sides is a multiple of 4. In this way (QT)
become particular case of (PT) when the number of sides of th e trigonometric
polygon is the minimum possible.

Regarding the g'

where cp(n),
polygon with
i is th e currer
the trigonomE

2. REGARDING THE GENERAL CHARACTER

OF THE POLYGONAL TRIGONOMETRY

2.1. Introduction
In the chapter I the authors presented the basics of the polygonal
trigonometry (PT) together with the fundamental relations of PT starting from the
foundations of the quadratic trigonometry (QT) elaborated by Professor V. Alaci of
the University "Politehnica" of Timisoara, Romania, in the 1930' s.
Distinct from the classical trigonometry (CT) which is based on the
trigonometric circle with center at 0 and radius one, QT is developed on a
trigonometric square inscribed in a circle with r = I, having its corner at the angles,

o (zero),

IT, IT, 3IT, 2IT expressed in radians (respectively 0°, 90°,180°,270°
2
2
and 360° expressed in degrees) of the trigonometric circle.
Similarly, the fundamental relations of PT presented in the chapter 1, were
established based on a regular trigonometric polygon inscribed in a circle with
r == 1. In order to maintain the symmetry conditions this trigonometric polygon
must have a number of sides equal to a multiple of four, thus
(2.1 )

n=4'm

where n is the number of sides of the trigonometric polygon, and m is a positive
integer.
Just as for trigonometric square, the corners of the trigonometric polygon
after n14, nl2 and 3 nl4 sides are situatetI at the angles 0, IT , IT, 3 IT , of the circle
2

~

2

with r = I circumscribed about the trigonometric polygon.
We make the observation that the trigonometric square is a trigonometric
polygon with the minimum possible number of sides (n == 4 implies m = 1).
Referring to Figure 2.1 where we represent the first quadrant of a
trigonometric polygon with 12 sides, n = 12 and thus m == 3, in the chapter J we
established tbe following fundamental relation in PT, valid also for a trigonometric
polygon with any number of sides n (respecting n = 4 . m):
. (.I
sp ()
n a-sin
cp(n)a+

- I ) -2IT

n +
tgYi

. [(.I - j.) -2rl - S. l l(.1 t - .j - 1) 2IT]
j=i _ lsm

L

j=l

n

n
Ig Yi-j

=]

(2.2)

AnothE
defines the ta

where sq(a)
respectively.

In the
square (n == L

In wh
elements of
of PT (when
value of n (r
Evide

Regarding the general character ofthe Polygonal Trigonometry
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where cp(n)a is the polygonal (p) cosines of a function for the trigonometric
polygon with n sides, sp(n)a is th e polygonal (p) sines of a function respectively,
i is the current number of the circular sector where angle a is situated, counted in
the trigonometric direction starting from a = 0, and

RACTER
ffiTRY

.
II
Ii =(n-4'1+2) 

(2.3)

2n

Yi -j

(2.4)

= [n+4 '( i- j)+2J.

D

s of the polygonal
PT starting from the
Professor V . Alaci of
BO's.

eh is based on the
, is developed on a
5 corner at the angles,

n the chapter I, were
ibed ill a circle with
'igonometric polygon
(2. 1)
U,

and m is a positive

:igonometric polygon
.
0, -311 ,0 f the circle
2

Ire is a trigonometric
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Fig. 2.1. Reference polygon (case /I = 12) and the circu mscribes
circle ill the Polygonal T rigonometrj.

Another important relation valid
defines tb e tange nt of a function:

ll)

all CT, QT and PT

si n o.

sqa

sp (n)a

cosa

cq a

cp (n)a

tg a = -  = -

- == --'---"

IS

the one

whi~h

(2 .S)

where sq(a) and cq (a ) are quadratic sines and quadratic cosines of a functions
respectiv ely . Thus it follows:
tp (n ) a = tq ( a ) = tg a .

(2. 6)

m = 1).

first quadrant of a
, in the chapter 1 we
so for a trigonometric

J_l)20]
n

L..-_ _---=.

=

J

(2 .2)

In th e chapter 1 we showed that 1pplying formula (2.2) in the trigo nometric
square (11 = 4) ca'ie we obtain the fundamental relation of QT, namely
sqa+ cqa=l.

(2.7)

In what follows, tbis cbapter wi II analyze the mann er in which the basic
elements ofPT are applied in th e CT case, which in fact represents a particular case
of PT (when n = (0), as well as in the QT case which represents the oth er extremes
valLIe ofn (n = 4).
Evidently , nmi n =4 and nmax ~ C() .
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2.2. Classical Trigonometry (CT) a particular limiting
case of the Polygonal Trigonometry (PT)
For the above mentioned analysis we start using Figure 2.1 and the
geometric elements from this figure, with the help of which we obtain the
fundamental relation (2.2) applied in the PT. Thus, in the Figure 2.1 we see that for
the triangles OB' Band OC' C having the sharp corners Band C of the
trigonometric polygon situated on the trigonometric circle, the Pythagorean
Theorem gives the relations:
(OBf+(BBf=1

( OC

f

2

+ ( C' C) = I.

(2.8)
(2.9)

In the CT (with reference to the trigonometric circle) we have OB' = cosal
and B'B

= sin a]

and respectively, OC' = cosa2 and C'C = sin a2 and thus:
. 2
I
cos 2 al + sm
aJ =
2

. 2

cos a2 + Sin a2

=

1.

Regarding the ~

The ft
and CT rcpr{
-QT
-PT
-CTThe re

where k = I j
Consi(
(2.13) could
interval (I ~
correspond in
The in
the values of
range 4 < 11 <
For thi

(2.J 0)
(2.11 )

But the trigonometric circle is a trigonometric polygon with an infinite
number of sides.
Thus all the points which form this circle could be considered as sharp
comers (as well as Band C) of the trigonometric polygon with n = 00. In other
words, in the trigonometric circle case, applied to CT, the relations (2.8) and (2.9)
and respectively (2.10) and (2.1l) are valid for any point on the circle. Therefore,
regarding the current angle a, we have:

k is part of til
k different Vi

we obtain tbe

where

(2.12)

This (2.12) is a fundamental relations ofCT.
It follows then that the trigonometric circle represents the upper limit (for
n = CIJ) of the trigonometric polygon. Consequently, CT represents a particular case
(for n = CIJ ) of the PT.

2.3. The general character of the Polygonal Trigonometry (PT)
From the previous section of this chapter and from chapter 1 it follows that
PT is generally applicable; the mathematical elements which guide us to its
fundamental relation make it valid for both QT and CT.
QT is situated at the lower (inferior) limit of the number of sides of the
trigonometric polygon (n = 4 ), and CT represenls the upper (superior) limit of the
PT from this point of view (n = w).

Value
one calculate
where sp(n)

With
that k depeof
The v
n = 8, n = IE
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ich we obtain the
; 2.1 we see that for
Band C of the
:, the Pythagorean

(2.8)
(2.9)
~

have OS'=cos aj
a2

and thus:
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The fundamental relations of PT have a general character and those of QT
and CT represent particular cases of the PT, and they are as follows:
- QT - relation (2.7)
- PT - relation (2.2)
- CT - relation (2 .12)
The relations (2 .7.) and (2.12) can also be written as follows:
cos k a + sin k a

Dn with an infinite
onsidered as sharp
Ith 11 = co. In other
.ons (2.8) and (2.9)
e circle. Therefore,

=I

(2 .13)

where k = 1 for QT and respectively k = 2 for CT.
Considering the above mentioned facts , logically it appears that the fonnula
(2.13) could also be valid in the PT, the exponent value k varying in the closed
interval (I :s: k :s: 2) and depending on the value of 11 which characterizes the
corresponding trigonometric polygon.
The investigate the validity of slIch a hypothesis we proceeded to calculated
the values of k as a function of the angle a for three distinct values of n from the
range 4 < 11 < co, these values being n =: 8, n = 16 and ;2 = 24.
For this reason we usc formulas (2.6) and (2.13) and we have :

-Lcp{l1)a lk_ ==

(2 . 10)

(2 .11 )

1

k

l-i- (ig a)

cp( n)a == e;;

(2.15)

where
InR

(2.16)

k

(2 .12)

I
R:; - -- -

~e

upper limit (for
ts a particular case

!r of sides of the
erior) limit of the

(2.17)

1 +(tgal

Value of

:r I it follows that
1 guide us to its

(2.14)

k is part of the formula (2.14) <":nd as such in order to determinate its values Vie gi ve
k different values in the domain 1 s; k :s: 2. From equation (2.14) using logarithms
we obtain the follov"ing relation for cp ([() :

:?:::::: - -

lDometry (PT)
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cp(n) a resulting from formula

(2.15) is then compared with tbe

one calculated with thc exact relation for this function resulting from formula (2.2)
where sp{n)a is replaced with the ri ght side term of the equality

sp (n)a =[cp(n) a J x tg a .

(2.1 8)

With successive trials we obt2.in an exact value for k. In this way we find
that k depends not only on n but al so on the value of the angle a .
The variation of k as a function of a, for these three values of 11, namely
n = 8, n = J 6 and 11 = 24, is graphically repres ented in Figure 2.2.
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Fig. 2.2. The vari~tion of the exponent Ie "5 a timetion of the angle a
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2A.Co

We calculated the average values of k for all values of the angle a in the first
quadrant of the trigonometric circle. The values thus obtained for ko in these three
analyzed cases (n = 8, n = 16 and !1 = 24) are contained in Table 2.1, where we give
synthetically the general character of PT.
Table 2.1
Synthesis of the general chara;:ter of Polygon al Trigonometry

8

16

II

4

The
Trigonometry
fundamental
relations

QT

PT

( 1.7)

( 1.1)

I

( 1.5)

( 1.5)

k, =
k

4

(1.673)

k" =,
( 1.822)

I

24

I

...

I

w
CT

(1. 5)

!
I
I
i

...

The Pol)
C l l::1pter 1 has

.:md the Classic

QT is de
polygon has a l
maximum valul
The fllne
relation is (2. [~

--

( 1.5)

k, =
(1.901)

Th e cur,
increase of ka f
of II, tending as

2

In Table 2.1, the values of ka were given in parentheses since they can not be
practically used in formula (2.13) which for 4 < n < 00 is proved to be only
hypothetical.
The value of k is constant for any value of a, only for n = 4 (k = 1) and
n = CIJ (k = 2).
In Figure 2.3 we represent the values of k (for n = 4) - point A - and ka for
n = 8, n = 16 and n = 24 (points B, C, D), and th e curve whi ch unites these points.
This curve was traced with an interrupted line, since it is not continuous.
It only units some single po ints (A , B, C, D, ..) characterized by abscissa
values n = 4· m , where In is a posit ive integer, as we said at the beginning.

In the ex
a function of th
For all tl
anel a . The k
interval 4 < n <
trigonometric I
radians) which
determined by
The ave
app li cation, sh
n = 4) to k = 2
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functio n of n.

The curve ABCD ... of Figure 2.3 is interesting because it reveals a sharp
increase of k" from n = 4 to 11 = 8, after which ku increases slowly with the increase
of 11, tending asymptotically toward k = 2 for n =w.
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2.4. Conclusions of Chapter 2

c angle a.

r

t).

Ihe angle a in the first

a for kn in these three
Ie 2.1, where we give
Table 2. 1

,ometry

CT

The Po lygonal Trigonometry (PT) whose basic elements were presented in
Clapter 1 has a general character such th at the Quadr<tic Trigonometry (QT) [1 ]
;1nd the Classical Trigonometry (CT) represen t the limiting cases for PI.
QT is derived from the PT, when the number of sides n of the trigonometric
polygon has a minimum value 11 = 4, anc1 CP is derived from the PT when n has the
max.imum value 11 = co .
The fundamental rebtion of the QT is (2.7) and in the CT the fundamental
relation is (2. 12) both of these relations arc of the fonn of relation (2.13) such as

col a + sink a

(2 .5 )
( 1.5 )

2

since they can not be
5 proved to be only
for

11

= 4 (k = 1) and

point A - and k" for
, unites th se points.
IS not continuous.
acteri zed by abscissa
le beginning.

=

1.

In the extreme cases of the value of [1 , the k exponent has constant values as
a function of the angle a . Thus, for n = 4 (QT), k = 1, and fo r 11 = co (CT), k = 2.
F or all the other cases (4 < ,., < w) , the values of k arc functions of both n
and a. The k exponent varies in these cases, as a function of n and a in the
interval 4 < n < co , the k exponent attains the value k = 2 at the sharp corners of the
trigonometric polygon (see Figure 2.1) that is, for values of the angle a (i n
radians) which equal

( 2~ ) . i ,

where i is the current number of circle sectors

determined by the trigonometric polygon.
The average va lues of k, deno ted by k(/) which do not have a practi cal
application, show its tendency to increase with the increase of n, from k = 1 (for
n==4) tok=2(for n= co) .

Periodic transtrigonl

-In QT [1

- In PT [2,

3. PERIODIC TRANSTRIGONOMETRIC
FUNCTIONS

where k has a val
It can be
trigonometric qUi
all the four quadr

3.1. Introduction
It is known that many phenomenons in Physics and respectively in technical
domains have an oscillation character. In many cases these phenomenons can be
mathematically modeled with the help of the trigonometric functions sin a and
cos a respectively. Examples in this content are the unamortized mechanical
vibrations [23] acoustic oscillations, electromagnetic waves etc.
There are some oscillation phenomenons of which mathematical
representation does not have a sinusoidal form. In their analysis using the Classical
Trigonometry (CT), we apply the decomposition of these functions in Fourier
series in order to do the mathematical modeling needed. Let give a single example
in this regard, concerning line currents for the electrical transformer with a free
current [15]. Intensity variation of such current as a function of the period wI is
represented in Figure 3.1.

IT

12

Fig. 3.1. Line current "i" for the electrical transfom1er with free current,
as a function of the temporal period "0 t".

On the other side, in Chapter 1 and 2 the authors analyzed the bases of the
Polygonal Trigonometry (PT) using the extended characteristic elements ofQT [J].

As it is kno n the basic relations of CT and QT are the fo llowing:
- In CT :
20: = 1

Since k Ci'
distinctions betw
etc. by their "orc
index to slo: , cl
Thus, to a\
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(3.4) and Q.5)
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3.2. Two essential relations in the Transtrigonometry
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- In QT [1]: .

sqa + eqa = 1

c

(3.2)

- In PT [2,4]:
k

k

sq a + eq a = 1

(3.3)

where k has a variable value included in the domain I < k < 2 [4].
It can be seen that the relations (3.2) and (3.3) are variable for the first
trigonometric quadrant (0 :S: a :S: 1r / 2). In order that these relations to be valid for
all the four quadrants, they must be written under the form:

:tively in technical
~nomenons can be
nctions sin a and
'ltized mechanical

ich mathematical
using the Classical
nctions in Fourier
e a single example
former wilh a free
fthe periodwt is

Isq al + leqal = 1
k
k
Isq al + icq al = 1.

t

(3.5)

Relation (3.1) can be kept as it is since its availability from the algebraic
point of vie\v is preserved also for the negative values of sin a and cos a because
they are raised to the second power.
On the basis of relations (3.1), (3.2) anel (3.3) from above there appears in a
logical way the idea to analyze some periodic functions of type sin a, cos a of CT
which should satisfy a similar relation as (3.3) where k would have a constant value
(not a variable on as in PT) and which should be included in the domain 1 < k < 2.
At the lower neighborhood of this domain (k = 1) we have QT, and in the upper
neighborhood (k = 2) we have CT.
We named Transtrigonometry (TT) the chapter of the Trigonometry which
includes the domain between QT (k = 1) and CT (lc = 2) and thus it is characterized
by k = ct., having values in the domain I < k < 2. The functions of type" sinus a "
respectively "eosinus a" we name

0)

(3.4)

them "Transtrigonometric sinus a" and

"Transtrigonometric cosinus a" and we denote them with sta and eta. In this
way, similarly with the relations (3.4) and (3.5) we wiii havc the relation

. (3.6)
Since k can have any value in the domain 1 < k < 2 in order to make
distinctions between so many situations corresponding the functions st a, el a
~urrcnt ,

d the bases of the
nents ofQT (1].

etc. by their "order" established by the value of Ie. The order will be denoted as
index to sta, eta etc. as stka, elka etc.
Thus, to avoid confusions, relation (3.6) will be written as:
(3.7)
Jt can be seen that the relation (3 .7) has a general character, and relations

etry
owmg:
(3. j)

(3.4) and (~.5) represent particular cases of that one . Thus, we can write
sin a = S!2a, cos a = et2a and sq a = st, a, eq a = ella . In other words, the basic
trigonometric functions of QT represent the respecti ve functions "of first order" in
TT. The same functions of CT represent the respective functio ns " of second order"
ofTT. Thus, th e relation (3.7) is the first essentia l relati on cfTT.
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On the other side, as we have shown in the Chapter 1 an d Chapter 2, we can
easily prove that the function "tangent" can be included in TT case in the equality:

(3.8)

19lk = lqa=tga.

The relation (3.8) represents the second essential relation ofTT.

3.3. The characteristics of transtrigonometric functions
For the essential transtrigonometric functions, from (3.7) and (3.8) result the
following expressions :

(3.9)
k )-I /k

(3.10)

In Mathl
monotonous Cll

With relations (3.9) and (3.10) and knowing from CT the values for tga

by broken grap
If in CT

elk a =

± ( 1 + tg a

and respectively etg a we can compute the values for the functions stk a
etk

a as functions of angle

a , for diverse values of "order" k. The signs

and

+ (plus)

and - (minus) in the front of fonnulas (3.9) and (3.10) - right sides - are given in
function of the quadrant where angle a is situated. As in the CT, for a situated in
I and II quadrants, Slk a has positive values ad for a in III and IV quadrants,
stk a has negative values. On the other side, the function elk a has positive values

in the quadrants 1 and IV , and negative values in the quadrants II and Ill.
In Figure 3.2 the function stk a is represented for values of the angle

a

(expressed in radians) in the domain 0 ::;; a ::;; 2Jr, and for k = 1 (QT), k = 2 (CT)
and k = 1.4 (TT). We see that for k = 2 the function "sinus" is represented by the
classical sinusoid and for I::;; k ::;; 2 the sinusoid curves have forms of "Arabian
Archivolt" showing "fractures" for a = Jr / 2 and a = 3Jr / 2 .
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I and Chapter 2, we can
'T case in the equality:

(3.8)
tion ofTT.

lc functions
(3.7) and (3 .8) result the

(3.9)

(3.10)
CT the values for 19 a
the functions slk a and

ier" k. The signs + (Plus)
riuht
sides - are given in
b
the CT, for a situated in
in 1II and IV quadrants,
elk

a has positive values

'ants II and HI.
r values of the angle a

• k = 1 (QT), k == 2 (eT)
us" is represented by the
have forms of "Arabian
2.

A

Fig. 3.3. The essential trigonometric figures in CT, QT and TT,
in quadrant [ (for k = I, k = 1.4 Jnd k = 2).

In Mathematics there is a distinction between the functions represented by
monotonous curves and functions of type stk a (for k = 1 and k = 1.4) represented
by broken graphs consisting of sevcral smooth arcs (20].
If in CT the functions sin a and cosa can be illustrated under geometrical
form by referring to the "Trigonometric Circle" having a radius equal with the
unity (R = 1), in QT this is done for sq a and cq a, by referring to the
"trigonometric Square" [1] or better said "Trigonometric Rhombus" if we regard
its position referring with the two orthogonal ax.is (horizontal and vertical). In its
tum, the trigonometric rhombus is inscribed in a circle of R == 1.
Ifwe ask the question to determined the form of the Basic Geometric Figure
equivalent with the Trigonometric Circle of CT and of the Rhombus (with straight
sides) of QT, we see that this in xk and Yk coordinates is represented by relation
(3.7) making stk a = xk and etk a = Yk . Thus we will have:
k

k

Yk +xk ==1

(3.11)

=±(l+ ~\:nl /k

(3.12)

and making Yk explicit we have:

Yk

If we represent Yk == f( Xk) in the domain 0 ~ a ~

o.

V
tler "k" )

Jr

12 (Quadrant I) for TT

of order k == 1.4, we will get the curve represented in Figure 3.3 . It has the form of a
"Curved Rhombus" (a rhombus with curved sides) and obviously, it is also
inscribed in a circle of R == I.
'. ,
.
. ' . .
In Figure 3.3, for compalison , we represented also the rhombus with straight
sides (k = 1) characteri ~ tic to QT and as much as the classical trigonometric circle
(k == 2) characteristic to CT, in quadrant 1.
These last two figures also result in an analy tic form if in relation (3.12) we
introduce k = 1 and k = 2, respectively. The comple te trigonometric rhombus ,
for k = 1.4 is repres ented in Figure 3.4. The values for Yk w il l be positive. (sign +)
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in 1 and 11 quadrants , and negative (s ign -) in relation

(3.11) for quadrants III and IV.
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4.1. Introduct
It Chapter 3 we
prin cipal trigonometric
Transtrigonometry (TT
-1 .0

D

Fig. 3.4. The essential complete trigonometric figure
(Trigonometric Rhombus with curved sides), for k = 1.4.

In Figure 3.3 we also find the elements with which we can easily repeat the
proof for the relation (3 .8). Thus, for similar right triangles OM'N', ONM and
OM"N", we can write:

M'N'jON'=M"N"jON"=MNjON.

(3.13)

The tIigonometric expression of relation (3.13) is represented by relation (3.8).

3.4. Conclusions of Chapter 3
Transtrigonometry (TT) is a part of Trigonometry in which we study tbe
periodic functions of type sinus a, cosinus a, etc. which satisfy an essential
relation more general then the relation (3.1) valid in the Classical Trigonometry
(CT) and respectively the relation (3.4) valid in the Quadratic Trigonometry (QT).
In the TT the essential relation is the relation (3.7) where k = ct. , comprised
in the domain I < k < 2 . CT and QT are particular cases of TT.
The relation (3 .8) is common for all three chapters of the Trigonometry (CT,
QT and TT). The graphical form of the functions sin a and cos a (of CT) is a
known continuous curve (the classical sinusoid), and the graphical fOlm of the
respective funct ions in QT and TT are "inscribed" in the classical sinusoid and they
are different from it especially because of their "fractures".
Geometrically,rhese functions are characterized b "Arabian Archivo ll" fonn.
Alike with the "Trigonometric Circle" of CT , in QT there is "Trigonometri c
Rhombus" with straight sides, and in TT the essentia l geometric figure is the
"Tri gonometric Rhombus" wi th cur cd Sides.
C onsidering th is aspect too, QT and CT reprc ent lim iting cases ofTT.
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4. THE INFRATRIGONOMETRY, AN INFERIOR
ORDER NEIGHBORHOOD DOMAIN
OF THE TRANSTRIGONOMETRY

4.1. Introduction
It Chapter 3 we established the basic formulas for the relations between the
principal trigonometric functions, in a case of a mathematical chapter named
Transtrigonometry (TT). These formulas are the following:

(4.1)
lUre

= 1.4.

tgtk

1e can easily repeat the
s OM' N', ONM and

(3.13)
ented by relation (3.8).

0:

=tgq a =tg a

(4.2)

where stk a is " trans trigonometric sine" (of order k) of an angle a, etk a

IS

"transtrigonometric cosine" (of order k) of the angle a, tgtk

= stk a / etk a

is

"transtrigonometric tangent" (of order k) of an angle a, tgq a = sq 0: / eq a

IS

0:

' quadratic tangent" of the angle 0: (see Quadratic Trigonometry QT [I]) and
Igo: =s in o: /coso: is the tangent of the angle a of the Classical Trigonometry

(CT).

which we study the
ch satisfy an essential

In

Classical Trigonome try
IC Trigonometry (QT).
vhere k = ct., comprised

Formu las (4. 1) and (4.2), above were es tablished on the basic principles
analyzed in the Chapter 1 and Chapter 2.
In TT, the value k (named "the order of the trigonometric function [3]) is
within the domain 1 < k < 2 . The value k = 1 is characteristic to the QT, and k = 2
is characteristic to the C T. Nex t, we will analyze the domain 0 ::; k ::; I which will
generically named Infratrigonometry (IT), being adjacent to TT in the inferior
value zone of k = 1 (Q T).

n.
f the Trigonometry (CT,
and coso: (of CT) is a
>

graphical form of the
ssical sinusoid and they

abian Archivolt" fo rm.
there is "Tri gonometric
geometric fi urc is the

niting cases orTT.

4.2. The characteristics of the infratrigonometric functions
For the values domain of the order k mentioned above (0 ::; k < I ) we named
the basic trigonometric functions as " infratrigonometric sine of order k at the angle
a ", denoted sika and respectively " infratrigonometric cosine of order k at the
angle

0: " ,

denotcd eik a .

In thi case, the formulas (4 .1) and (4 .2 ) become :
k

ISikal k :t-Iei/c al = 1

(4.3)
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and

(4.4)

tgik a = tgtk a = tq a = tg a .

Starting from these formulas, as in [3], we obtain the fonnulas to calculate
the values for sika and cika as function of tg a, and respectively ctg a of CT.
thus we ha ve :

(4.5)

The Injratrigonomelr
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in IT are the sar
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and
cik a =

±[l /(1 + Itgal k

)r

k

(4 .6)

The formulas (4.5) and (4.6) applied in IT are similarly with the
corresponding formulas of TT (Chapter 3), mentioning that:
- for TT, 1 < k < 2 ;
- for IT, 0 ~ k < I.
Recall that in QT case, k = 1, and in CT case, k = 2.
In Figure 4.1 we represent graphically "the sine curve" of the function sika

In our case
In Figure 4
and, for com par
trigonometric eire

for k = 0.4, and k = 0.8 (both in the IT domain) and, for comparison, classical sine
curve, sin a . Evidently, in this case, k = 2 (CT).
si kC.
sin G.

+1

o~~----------------~~~--------.-------~~--

G.

Fig. 4.1. The sine curves for k = 0, k = 0.4, k = 0.8 and k = 2.

As we mel
etc.) are inscribeo
for CT. In this wa
the fundamental
between -I and +
in the next chapte

In Figure 4 .1, we also represented the graph of the sine curve for sika for

k = 0 case. Thi s sine curve in fact consists of equal unit length line segments (for
absolute value), as e will show detailed in the foll owing chapter. These vertical
line segment s are periodica lly situated at thc angl e a in terval of t1a = J[ .
We can ee that the function sika curve has a more pronounced character of
an " Arabian Archivolt" than these of the stka function (Chapter 3).

4.3. The I

The case k
in its domai n wh
namely 0::; k < I .
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The base trigonometric figures represented in the Cartesian coordinate's axis
in IT are the same "trigonometric rhombuses with curved sides" as in TT. The
distinction consists from the fact that in IT the sides of basis rhombuses are
concave in the opposite direction to the reference point 0 (the coordinate Ox - Oy
axis center), while in TT the corresponding sides are concave in the direction to the
reference O . remembering that in QT, where k = 1, the basis rhombus has the sides
(equal sides and equal angles between them) of the line segments form.
Similarly with what we had in Chapter 3 for TT, the basic trigonometric
figure in IT is represented by the function :
(4.7)

(4.6)

ire similarly with the

In our case (IT), evidently, k has values in the domain 0 s; k < I .
In Figure 4.2 we represent the basic "rhombus" with curved sides for k = 0.4
and, for comparison, rhombus (with straight sides) for k = I (QT) and the
trigonometric circle for k = 2 (CT).
y

1.0 B

e" of the function sika
Dmparison, classical sine
c

1.0

-1 .0

A x

-1 .0 0

27t

Fig. 4.2. The basic figure s for k = 0.4, k = 1 and k = 2.
G.

As we mentioned in Chapter 3, all basic figures (trigonometric rhombuses
etc.) are inscribed in the basic trigonometric circle with radius R = I, characteristic
for CT. In this way, all these discussed trigonometries (CT, QT, TT, IT) maintained
the fundamental conditions that the functions "sine" and "cosine" have values
between - I and + 1. The basic trigonometric "figure" for k = 0 (IT) will be attended
in the next chapter.
sine curve for sika for
~ngth line segments (for
chapter. These ver ical
lals of !':.a = J[ •
pronounced character of

lapter 3).

4.3. The discussion of a special "at limit" .case when k = 0
The case k = 0 represented a limit situation for the values of this parameters
in its domain which ch aracter ~ ze " the order" of the infratrigonometric f uncti ons
namely 0 s; k < I .
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and IT.
Thus, introducing k = 0 in formula (4.5) the following situations appear:

4.3.1. When 0 < a < (Jr /2), ctg a has a finite value and having 1/ k
we have sioa

= 00

=0 .

4.3.2. When a = 0, we have the second limit situation (beside the first one
determined by k = 0). Thus, having ctg 0 = 00 , the second term of the denominator
in formula (4.5) becomes 00° which represents one of indetermination cases. In
order to eliminate this indetermination we apply the method to calculate the
"superior" limit and respectively the "inferior" limits [20] or of "right" limit
lim+
( a~O

J and

In this way
each having the u
rhombus.
Regarding F
and respectively 0
According t,
one in which the c
aspect, tbe cross i
known symbol oft

respectively "left" limit ( lim_) as they are named in some
a~O

4.4. Cond

professional papers [18].
In our case, as much as for a ~ 0+ , and for a ~ 0- , the values of a ~ 0- ,
the values of Ictg

al

are finite and we have,

as

in 4.3 . 1 above, superior lim it

sioa = 0 [20]. With this value sioa, for the basic relation (2.1) will give us
cioa = 1.
4.3.3. When a = Jr / 2 we have again a 'limit situation. This time we argue as
before, for cioa function, thus we will use the basic formula (4.6). We have
cio (Jr / 2) = 0 and using formula (4.3), sio (Jr / 2) = 1.

Conform 4.3.1, 4.3.2 and 4.3. 3 from above, in Figure 4.1 we represented
function sioa, also. Its graph consists from a succession of horizontal line
(overlapped on the abscissa), and the vertical line with the absolute value

Ill,

The Infratri :
which there are sll
(Chapter 3), for va
of TT ( 1 < k < 2 ) n
In this way
represents the bord
The graphs r
successions of "Ar,
are sharper than in
is smaller.
At the limit
horizontal and vert

starting from a = Jr / 2. F or cik a, as in CT, the graph

have sioa = O. Als(

is similar with that for sika , but sliding with Jr / 2.
Regarding the basic trigonometric figure of the mathematical model from
formula (4.7) we mention that when k = 0, for any value
> 0 we have

sika have successi

situated at intervals tJ.a

= Jr

Ixlk = Ixlo= 1 and we have

Ixl
y = O. In other words, for any value Ixl> 0, the basic

geometrical figure consists in a line which overlapped on the abscissas axis. For

Ixl= 0

since in formula (4 .7) we hav e

Ixl= 0° , the

value of y is ind termina te.

Trying to eliminate the indeterminat ion does not bring us to any result and thus, for
= 0, y can have "any value. Th is means that = 0 determine a second line of the

Ixl

Ixl

basic tri go ometric fi gure which this time overlapped on the ordinates axis.
The same reasoning can be made interchanging x with y in fOLmuIa (4 .7)
considerin o the symmetry offormula (4. 3).
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We must mention that the basic trigonometrical figure defined above, which
is inscribed in the circle with R = I (of CT) is extended as follows:
- on the abscissa axis
-I :-;:; x :-;:; + I
- on the ordinates
-1 :-;:; Y :-;:; + 1
In this way we can see that tbe form is a cross witb all four an11S equal and
each having the unit value (one). In fact, the cross is the essentialized shape of a
rhombus.
Regarding Figure 4.2, it is about tbe line segments OA; OC on the abscissa,
and respectively OB ; OD on the ordinate.
According to the definition given in the dictionary Q geometric figure is that
one in which the curves Qnd surfaces have simple geometric properties. Under this
aspect, the cross is not a proper geometrical figure, but represents the very well
known symbol of the Christian Religion.

yare named in some

4.4. Conclusions of Chapter 4
, the values of a

0- ,
1 above, superior limit
---t

ttion (2.1) will give us

. This time we argue as
formula (4.6). We have

o ure

4 . I we represented
tsion of horizontal line

the absolute value Ill,
~ika , as in CT, the graph

athematical model from
value
> 0 we have

Ixl
, value Ixl > 0, the basic
n the abscissas axis. For
le of y is indeterminate.
[0 any result and thus, for
inc a second line of the
ordinates ax.is.
with y in fOlmula (4.7)

The Infratrigonometry (IT) represent, a chapter of the Trigonometry on
which there are studied the basic relations established in Transtrigonometry (TT)
(Chapter 3), for values of the order k in an adjacent zone to the characteristic zone
ofTT (1 < k < 2) namely for values of k in the domain 0 ~ k < 1.
In this way the quadratic Trigonometry (QT), characterized by k = 1,
represents the border between IT and TT.
The graphs representing the functions si k a and cik Cf. have fonTIs which are
successions of "Arabian Archivolts" as in TT case. In IT the respective archivolts
are sharper than in TT case. The sharp character is much stronger if the value of k
is smaller.
.
At the limit, for k = 0, the archivolt is transforming in a sllccession of
horizontal and vertical line segments. Thus for sioCf. in 0:-;:; a < 1{ / 2 interval \ve
have siOCf. =: O. Also, for 1{ /2 < Cf. < 1{ etc . .For Cf. having values 1{ / 2, 31{ / 2 etc. ,
sika have successively + 1; -1 values etc. (sec Figure 4.1).
The basic trigonometric figure in IT, for 0 < k < 1 is also a rhombus with
curved sides as in TT (see Figure 4.2). The distinction bet\'/een these two situations
(IT and TT) is that in IT the concavity of the curved sides is oriented in an opposite
sense to the reference point 0 (the origin of the coordinate axis), while in TT the
respective concavity is oriented to the reference O. For the special case, when
k = 0, the basic trigonometric figure becomes the cross OA - OC - OB - OD
represented in Figure 4.2.
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5. THE ULTRATRIGONOMETRY, A SUPERIOR
ORDER ADjACENT DOMAIN
OF THE TRANSTRIGONOMETRY

and

5.1. Introduction
From Chapter 3 and 4 we know that the basic formulas for TT and
respectively IT are the following :
- for TT (1 < k < 2 )

The dist
corresponding"
Similarly
trigonometric fi

(5.1 )
where stka is "sine transtrigonometric of order k of the angle a" and ctka is
"cosine transtrigonometric of order k of the angle a".
- for IT (O.s; k < 1 )
(5.2)
where sika is "sine infratrigonometric of order k of the angle a" and cika is
"cosine infratrigonometric of order k of the angle a".
Another basis formula, common to all previously described trigonometries
(TT, IT, CT and QT) [1] is that one which represents the equality of the "tangent"
functions for all above cases namely:
tgtk a

=tgik a =tgq (i = tg a

(5.3)

where fgt is referred to TT, tgi is refen·ed to IT and tgq is referred to Q uadratic
Trigonometry (QT) [I]; tg a is the tangent ftmction of the Classical Trigonometry (CT).
Recall that k = 1 is characteristic to QT, and k = 2 is characteristic to CT. QT is
the border between TT and IT and, as we will see, CT is the border between TT and UT.
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5.2. The characteristics of ultratrigono metric functions
Similar to fonnulas (5.1), (5.2) and (5.3), for UT case (for 1 < k .s; CX)
have the formul as:·

we

(5 .4)

tguk a = tga

(5 .5)
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where sUka is "sine ultratrigonometric of order k of the angle a " , cUka is "cosine
ultratrigonometric of order k of the angle a " and tguka is "tangent ultratrigonometric
of order k of the angle a". Thus, as in TT and IT cases, starting with formulas (5.4)
and (5.5) from above,we obtain the following slika and clIka in UT:

A SUPERIOR

fRY

sUk a =

and
Cllk

HC

fonnulas for TT and

(5.2)
ne angle a" and cika is

l
~

described trigonometries
equality of the "tangent"

(5 .3)

rq is referred to Quadratic
lassicnl Trigonometry (CT).
characteristic to CT. QT is
border between TT and UT.

k
Ictgal )

J'k

(5.6)

a= ±[11 (1 an J'k

(5.7)

+ Itg

The distinction between formulas (5.6) and (5.7) compared with the
corresponding values in TT and IT consists only in the domain values of order k.
Similarly with what we had establisbed for TT and IT regarding the basic
trigonometric figures, in UT we have valid the following formula:

(5.1 )

he angle a" and ctka is

±[ I I(1+

Yk

k )lIk

=± ( I-hi'

(5.8)

where k has values in thc domain 2 < k < <X) •
Based on formulas (5.4) and (5.5) we construct the graphs for slika having
k= 3, k = 8 and k = <x). For comparison, we give the graph o n sina function in CT,
characterized by k = 2, as we have shown. These ,vere represented in Figure 5. 1.
We mention that for the clarity of figure (the curves for the values of k given
above are velY close) the "sine" functions were represented for the domain
0 < a < Jr I 2 only (first trigonometric quadrant).
If in TT and IT the curves of the functions stkCi and sika showed
fragments for a = IT I 2 and can-ied on at equal intervals with TC , in Figure 5.1 we
see that the respective curves are monotonous for k = 3, k = 8 and this is generally
valid for 2 < k < <x). The form of curve representing slIka for k = CIJ which in its
tum has "segments" and explanations are connectcd with what we have to say in
the next chapter.
5Uk(J.

s in ex
1. 0 r----y---=~;:?""-,~""=::::"=_-.-----c=;_____;

:ric functions
case (for 1< k:O;<X») we
(5 .4)
(5 .5)

o

L -_ _ _ _ _ _ _~-------~-~

nl2

1t

a

Fig. 5.1. The tri gonometric function sUIP for the values of k = 3, k = 8 and k = 00
and , for compari son , for k = 2 (CT).
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prominences (in comparison with the curve of sin a function) round about the
value a = 1( 12. These prominences are well-marked when k has a large value.
They go to the maximum together with the fragmentation of the respective curve,
for k = 00 .
The basic trigonometric figures in UT, given by formula (5 .8) are
represented in Figure 5.2 .

where

y
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_k = 3

For formu

'\ I--k=2
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(5.10) . Since be

1\
\

have, by Chapt

~
1.0

tg a = tg 0 = 0 , v

x

For the sit
we have O< tga

Fig. 5.2. The basic trigonometric figures in UT (for the first trigonometric quadrant)
for k = 3, k = 8 and k = ex) and, for comparison, for k =2 (trigonometric circle of CT).

Carrying c

Again for clarity reasons these figures arc represented for the first
trigonometric quadrant only. They are referred to the values of the orde r k = 3,
k = 8 and k = 00. For comparison reason, in the Figure 5.2 we also represent I/. of
the trigonometric circle in CT, characterized by k = 2 as well as one of the side of
trigonometric rhombus characterized by k = 1 in QT.
We see that, as in TT case, the basic trigonometric figures for 2 < k < 00
have the concavity oriented towards the reference 0 (the coordinate axis origin).
The case k = 00 will be discussed in the next chapter.

return to formul a
applying the m
denominator

(I +

Thus, as w

5.3. The discussion of a special "at limit" case when k =

00

SU<YJ

In Chapter 4 we discussed a special "at limit" case when k = O. Now, we will
discuss the limit case k = 00 which is applied in UT. For this reason, in formula
(5 .6) we replace etg a = 1 I 19 a and obtain :

(5 .9)
If we introduc in he denominator of formula (5 .9) k = co and a = 0 we oet
into an indetermination situation which can not be solved apply ing L ' Hopital rule .

(1( I 4) = I .
In the do

o< lelg al oo < I.

t

IIk=l /co =O.
F or the lim

and

lim
to
a->(n-J2f
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In th is case we proceed to calculate the superior limit and respectively inferior limit
[20] of sUka function, more precisely of the denominator in formula (S.9) for
k = co and a = 0 . In this way we have :

(

lim + 1+ Itg
a->O

fonnula (S.8) are

al co )o = (I + ~)°

(S . IO)

where ~ is very small, but yet ~:eF 0 and thus (I + ~)o = I .
Similarly, we have

co )O =(l+~)°.

(

lim_ 1+ltgal
a--70

=2

(5.10). Since both

a".~. 9' and a".~- 9' ~ I whece 9' ~[I + I,g (o± f
lim (I + Itg

have, by Chapter 4 and [20],

a--70

Ig a = tg 0 = 0 , we have

alco )O =I.

we also

Since at the numerator

Slico 0 = 0 .

For the situation when the angle a has values in the domain 0 < a < Tr 14,
we have 0 < tg a < 1 and thus suco a = Ig a .

X

gonometric quadrant)
ometric circle of CT).

:presented for the first
a!tles of the order k = 3,
2 we also represent I;' of
well as one of the side of
ric figures for 2 < k < 00
e coordinate axis origin).

Carrying on, in order analyzing sucoa function when a ~ Tr 1 4 we need to
return to formula (S.6). In this way we first deal with "at limit" case for a = Tr 14
applying the method to compute superior limit and inferior limit for the
denominator

(I +Ictg al

co

f

of fonnula (S .6) we have

SUe» ( Tr

when k = O. Now, we will
or this reason, in formu la

(S.9)

) k == 00 and a = 0 we get
d applyiu L' Hopital rule .

f

(I +Ictg alco =I

a--7(Jr/4)

lim
a - >(Jr /4 )

k = 00

+

_(I+lctgaICO f =1.

lim

as!ctg(Tr/ 4t! <CO .AISO

lim
a--7( Jr /4)

Thus, as we shown above, we have

].

r.

For formula (S.ll) we also apply, further, the same reasoning like in formula

=3

:ase when

(S.ll)

(I + IClg alco)O = I and therefore

1 4) = I .

In the domain

Tr

14

<a <

Tr

12

< al <1 and therefore
1+ lcIgalco :eF1 and slIco a=1 (having

we have 0 ICIg

o<!c/gaICO <I. Consequently,

we have

II k=lI co =O.
For the limit case, when a

= Tr 12, we proceed as above, applying

lim
a->(Jr /2f

and

lim
a--7(Jrl2 f

to the denominator of formula (S.6) namely (I + IClg

alec

t.

Again
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If in fo rmul

we will obtain, and in this case, also su(jJ (Jr / 2) == I. W hen a bas larger values
than

Jr

/ 2, namely in the domain

Jr /

2 < a < Jr , then sUka function will have the

form which can be found in Figure 5.1 as it happen with the periodic fu nction
"sine" in general. Certainly, also for larger values of a this fact is similar, sUka
function successively having negative values (in the domain Jr < a < 2Jr) and again
positive etc.
The function cUka - see formula (5.7) - as we know from CT, it is in fact

Similarly a!
we proceed also

~

obtain the line sef
form the basic trig

represented again by a "sinusoid" (in our case, of type sUka) but it is shifted by
/':,.a

= Jr 12.

Regarding the basic trigonometric figures (Figure 5.2) mathematically
modeled by formula (5 .3), k = 00 situation is considered again as a " limit case" and
is treated similarly as the case which we have discussed before. Thus, for x < 1 we
also have Ixl(jJ < 1 and therefore y = 1; this represents the horizontal line (parallel
with Ox axis) which includes the segment AB of Figure 5.3 .
y
__ k= ~

k < 00, graphically

outside of sin Cl gr;

k=3

when the value of
function sUk Cl (fo:

k=2
0.25

as it happen in IT
W hen k = 00, in Ul

OJ)

o
OJ)

N

q

'{)25

In Ultratrigc
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border between Tl
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r-7r--~-?--~~~~--~-c

~~~+-~~~~--~~~

5.4. Cond

N

ci

x

function. If we CI
a = Jr / 2 and Cl == :
s hap e as 19 Cl
Jr /

Fig. 5.3. The complete basic trigonometric figures in UT, for k = 3, k
and, for comparison , for k = 2 (CT) and k = I (QT).

= 8, k = 00

In this figure, like in Figure 5.2 we represented the basic trigonometric
figures completely (in all four trigonometric quadrants) for k = 3, k == 8 and k = 00
(UT) and for comparison k = 2 (CT) and k == 1 (QT).
"At limit" situation appear for x == O. Considering formula (5 .8), if we
calculate lim y and lim y we obtain, for both situations, the value 1. Th is
x -+o+

X-+O

means that the segment AB of Figure 5.3 , mentioned above , complete itself w ith
the point of coordinates (0; 1) (see Figure 5.3).
Everything from above are valid for the situation when in front of fOO1lUla
(5.8) the sign + (plus) is taken into consideration. For the situation when we consider
the sign - (minus), everything is re ferred to the line segment CD of F igure 5.3.

.

\
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can see in F igure 5.
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=±(I+IY/ltk

Similarly as above regarding

y

(5.12)

y = tp( x) in formula (5.8),
x = tp(y) in formula (5.12), and

function where

we proceed also for the case of function x where

obtain the line segments BC and DA. These, together with AB and CD segments
form the basic trigonometric figure in UT (the square ABCD) for k = 00.

) but it is shifted by

are 5.2) mathematically
,~ain as a "limit case" and
efore. Thus, for x < I we
;: horizontal line (parallel

.3.

_k=oo
-k=8
~ k=3

-k=2

5.4. Conclusions of Chapter 5
In Ultratrigonometry (UT) we developed the basic relations established in
the Transtrigonometry (TT) (see Chapter 3) for the values of the order k comprised
in the domain 2 < k S; 00 (in TT, 0 S; k < 1 ) .
Thus the classical trigonometry (CT) characterized by k = 2, represents the
border between TT and UT. The functi on "sine" of UT deno ted by Silk a, for

k < co , graphically w orks similar with the f unction sin a (of CT), but remarkably
outside o f sina graph, round about the value a

= 1C 1 2.

This prominencc is larger

when the value of k is larger (Figure 5.1). In any case, the curves representing
function sUk a (fi r k < 00) have a monotonous variation , not having " ragments"

L
-k=1
D

as it happen in IT and TT cases (inclusive at the borders between lhem, in QT).
When k = 00, in UT appear "fragment" p ints of the curve which illustrate slik a

x

function. If we consider the domain 0 S; as; TC, we find th ese points when
a = 1C 1 2 and a =3;r 1 2 r sp cctively. For 05 a < TC 1 2 the fu nction ha the same

as tga . We have the same for (3;r / 2) <a < 2TC. In the interv al
1[ 12 5 a 53;r 1 2 w e have slik a = 1 (in fact SUCI) a = 1).

shape

o
for k = 3, k = 8, k = CfJ
I (QT).

:d the basic trigonometric
for k == 3, k == 8 and k == 00
·ring formula (5 .8), if we
Lations, the value 1. This
bove, completes itself w ith
!1

when in front of formula
situation when we consider
nt CD of Figure 5.3 .

The basic tri gonometric figures in U1' are " sq uares" with curved 'ides as we
can see in Figure 5 .2 and Figure 5.3. In k = 00 case, the basic trigonom tric figure is
a real squ re ABCD as in F ig ure 5.3. When the value of Ie decreases from k = 00 to
k ==2 (CT) the curvatur of the square ABCD sides becomes more prominent until it
is a circle (k = 2). Th is circle has now the rad ius R = 1 like in CT.
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6. THE PARATRIGONOMETRY AND SOME
O F ITS SPECIFIC SYMMETRIES
6.1. Introduction
In the Chapter 3, 4 and 5 there were analyzed the "trigonometric" functions
which are based on two fundamental relations common to all types of introduced
trigonometries as such:
- Transtrigonometry (TT);
- Infratrigonometry (IT);
- Ultratrigonometry (UT).
These two fundamental relations could be written, in a general fonn , as:

Isprkalk + Icprkalk

=1

tpra =tga

The nam e 01
structur

InfratrigollOl
(IT)

Quadrati
Trigonometry

(6.1)
(6 .2)

where 0 ~ k ~ 00 .
The index k defme the "order" of the function . To tpra function we did not
attach any index k, since the value of this function does not depend on the value of k.
We denoted with spra, cpra and tpra the trigonometric functions similar
to those of the Classical Trigonometry (CT) [21] but specific to each fonn of
trigonometry mentioned above . As we have shown in the previous chapter, these
fonns are defined in function of the values domain of the order k. Thus:
- for IT, we have 0 ~ k < I ;
- for TT, we have 1 < k < 2;
- for UT, we have 2 < k ~ 00.
The borders between the above domains characterize, III their turn, the
following trigonometries:
- for QT, we have k = 1 ;
- for CT, we have k = 2 .
In the Polygonal Trigonometry (PT) (Chapter 2) k varies in the domain 1 < k < 2 ,
in function of the sides number of the "Basic polynomial" taken into consideration.

6.2. The Paratrigonometry, a general notion which includes

CT, QT, PT, IT, TT and UT
In order to be able to look on the whole all these "partial" trigonometries
individually valid for a certain value domain for k, we introduced this notion
of "Paratrigonometry" (PRT) which is valid for the entire domain 0 < k ~ 00.
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The above mentioned trigonometries (IT, QT, TT, C, UT, PT) can be considered
"components" of P R T. They are pointed out in Table 6,1, where we represent the
entire structure of PRT.
The "categories" as part ofPRT, mentioned in Table 6.1 are separated by the
Quadratic Trigonometry (QT), This border component between IT and TT
represents itself a " category", since there are some symmetries regarding basic
trigonometric functions (BTFs) relate to QT, as we will se as follows.

rDSOME

Table 6,]
Th e Paratrigonomctry (PRT) structure

'trigonometric" functions
o all types of introduced

1a

general form, as:

Th e name ofPRT
structure

The valu e
dom :l in of
th e order k

Infratrigonometry
(IT)

O<k<l

Quadratic
Trigonomelly (QT)

k=l

Transtrigonometry
(TT)H

l < k <2

(6.1 )

(6.2)
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BTF form

Th e gcne ric
deno min ation

Rhombus with curves sides
[nfratrigol1ometry
and the cone3vity opposite
(IT)
to the reference 0*
Rhombus with straigh t
sides (Rhombus with
QU<lc!ratic
"P~rJ trigollometri c
Trigonometry (QT)
rnirrors")
Paratrigonometry
(PRT)
Rhomb", with curves sides
O'Sk'!:cw
anci the conwvity towards
the rcftTenee 0"
ExtratrigonometlY
Trigonometric circle
(ET)

l<k'Sw

..

-~-

Rhombuses with curved
2<k'Sw sides and the concavity
towilrds the reference W'

"' The coordinate system Ox - Oy origim:,
** Polygonal Trigonometry (PT) is refciTcd to the domain 1 < k < 2, but k is variable in f\,nctio;]
of the sides number in th.; Trigonometric PolYGon,

Having th is [n consideration, the formulas (6,1) and (6,2) from above receive
(1 specific expre ssion to every component of PRT which we choose to refer to.
Thus, for example, in TT they an:: expressed in the following way:

I,
Ik -IstkO:'lie + Ictka
tgta

=

1

tga

(6.3)
(6.4)

The index k w as attached to the notation of the functions " sine", "cos ine"
etc" to de fin e its order, and the introduction in formu h (6. 1) of the absolutc values
of thc respective functions was imposed by the validity need of th ese formulas for
odd and fractional values of k.
Evidently that for IT, in formula (6,1) we will have the notations sik a,
cif; a , for UT th e notations sUk a, cUk a etc,

In the light of what we have said before, in CT formula (6,1) is wri tten under
the known fonn:
2

2

sin a+cos a=l

(6.S)
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and in QT this has the form:
(6.6)
where sq a is "quadratic sine of angle a" and cif a is "quadratic cosine of angle a".
The formulas (6.2) and (6.4) respectively have a general character and thus
we can write:

tprk a

=tgt k a =tgi k a = tgu k a =tq a = tp a =tg a

.

(6.7)

From above mentioned chapter regarding the trigonometric formulas analyzed,
we see that the principal trigonometric functions of IT (sik a , cik a ) are characterized
by the fact that their graphic representation have an "Arabian Archivolt". This thing is
valid and for the principal trigonometric functions in Tf case and thus also, for the
border between IT and IT, namely for QT. the curves that represent these functions
with respect to a are "cusp" points for a = n / 2, a = 3.n / 2 etc. in the "sine"
functions case, and respectively a = 0, a =.n etc., for "cosine" function.
The principal trigonometric functions in UT and CT inclusively, have sprka
and respectively cprka curves with a monotonous variations, without cusps. These
functions make an exception for k = 00 in UT. In this case these cusps appear for
a =.n /4, a = 3.n / 4 etc., if we refer to sprccp. Evidently, these cusps appear for
same a values for the case of function cpr"ooa also (see Chapter 5).
Therefore, from the point of view of the principal trigonometric functions
graphical form, CT (k = 2) represents a border domain. Up to this (0':::; k < 2) the
curves sprrxP and cpr<XJa have cusps and moreover they are inscribed in the
interior of the curves sprwa = sin a and cpr<XJ a

= cosa.

Starting with k = 2, thus

for 2.:::; k < 00, the respective curves do not have cusps. For the extreme case k = 00,
these cusps appear again. All these curves for the entire domain 2 < k < 00 are
circumscribed to the characteristics curves for k = 2, thus the classical sinusoid.
Regarding the Basic Trigonometric Figures (BTFs) - Figure 6.1 - we mark the
fact that in IT case, for 0 < k < 1 , these have a form of rhombuses with curved sides,
and the concavity in the opposite direction to the reference point 0 of the coordinate axis
Ox - Oy; for the limit situation k = 0, BTF consist on the cross OM - OP - ON - OQ.
For TT and UT cases (1 < k .:::; 00), BTFs form is of some rhombuses with
curved sides and concavity to the direction of the reference point 0, thus in an
opposite sense to the concavity of the rhombuses with curved sides in IT. At the
limit, when k = 00, the curvature of these sides becomes extreme, they fragments in
the points A, B, C and D. In Figure 6.l,in this way, BTF for k = 00 becomes the
square ABCD.
In consequence, it is to notice the fact . that, from the BTFs point of view, the
form of these figures can be part of two categories, namely: first, the one
characteristic to IT and the second, characteristic to 'IT and UT. The limit between
these two categories is QT (k = I) where BTF is the rhombus with straight sides
(without concavity) QMNP.
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(6.6)

Fig. 6.1. The Basic Trigonometric Figures (BTfs) aspect in the entire
Paratrigonometric (PT) domain (0 :S k:S co).

In the second category, a special C:lse is the characteristic "trigonometric
circle" in CT (k = 2).
Finally, we can say that, horn the point of view of the graphical
representation of sprko and cprkO functions, the border between these two
distinct zones is the trigonometric circle, and frolD the point of view of BTFs, the
border between the t\VO distinct zones is the trigonometric rhombus with the
straight line in QT. The zone between these two borders characterized by 1 < k < 2 ,
we named it as Transtrigonometry (TT) - see Chapter 3.
For our analysis which we carryon , because of some reasons which we
will explain in detail as follows, we will have in our view as a guide the
trigonometric rhombus with straight sides (BTF in QT). This divides the entirc
domain 0 So k So co in two areas, namely : IT (0 So k < 1 ) and respectiveiy TT
(I < k < 2) together with UT (2 < k :;; co), including CT (k = 2). We named these
last two trigonometries (TT and UT) together with the "Extratrigonometry" (ET)
v.'hich, regarding to Figure 6.1, takes possession of the en tire zone exterior to the
rhombus QMNP (k = 1).
Regarding Table 6.1, we have to mention that the reasons for which we
name the trigonometric rhombus in CT as the "Paratrigonometric mirror" will be
explained here below. So we will analyse some noticed particularities of
symmetries regarding BTFs ofPRT.

6.3. The Basic Trigonometric Figures (BTFs) of Paratrigonometry
and their implicit characteristic equations
In Figure 6.1, we represented the most important BTFs of PRT, namely:
the Cross (k = 0), the Trigonometric Rhombus with straight sides MNPQ (k = I),
the Trigonometric C ircle (k = 2) and the Trigonometric Square ABCD (k = co).
Also, there are represented some ofBTFs of IT (k = 0.4 and k = 0.8), TT (k = 1.4)
and UT.(k = 8).
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From their analysis we observe two sym metries, namely:
a) The curve symmetry in relation with the two coordinate axis for a specific
value of k, which is found in one of the trigonometric quadrants;
b) The symmetry of a such curve situated "above" to the rhombus side QM
(if we refer to the first quadrant) with a corresponding curve from the sp ace
"below" the respective side. In another way saying, BTFs from ET have
symmetries in IT and conversely. The line QM is its own symmetry and all other
symmetries are related to this one like being a mirror. For this reason we named
BTF for QT (k = I) "The Rhombus with paratrigonometric mirrors" (see
Tab le 6.1), having in our view the fact that everything what we have said before
regarding to the first quadrant are valid for the other (IJ - IV) quadrants, also.
In order to analyse from the mathematical point of view these symmetries,
we apply to the formula which represent the side in the first quadrant - for
simplicity - of BTF .
This fonnula was represented and explained in Chapter 3 and used in
Chapter 4 and 5 and it is valid for the entire domain 0 S k S cr) and thus it
represents a fundamental formula in PRT.
It express the relation between the coordinates x and y of the system Ox 
Oy in which BTF is represented and has the form:

The
exists BTF:
Sinc,
fonnulas (t
(always po
under a sim

Y=(

l-Ixl k )1 1k

(6.8)

In Figure 6.2 there are represented the sides from the first quadrant of BTFs
for k = 1; 1 < k < cr) (of ET domain) and 0 < K < I (of IT domain). We den oted by
the Greek symbol K the order value of the function from IT (to distinct from k
of ET) for a reason which we will soon speak about it.

In W
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consider tho
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Wed
values of c
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Refci

Introducin~
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relation:

If WI
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x
Fig. 6.2. Symmetric BTFs given the mirror k = I, represented in the first quadrant.

In order to prove the symmetry of "a)" above it is sufficient to set formula
(6.8) under the form:

(6.9)
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The symmetry of formulas (6 .8) and (6.9) direct us to conclude that there
exists BTFs symmetry in relation with O x and Oy coordinate axis .
Since we only refer to the first quadrant, as we hav e mentioned before, in
formulas (6.8) and (6.9) it is no more in need to use "absolute values" for x and y
(always positive in this quadrant) and the corresponding formulas can be written
under a simpler form:

(6.10)
x= (, 1- Y

(6.8)
irst quadrant of BTFs
ain). We denoted by
(to di stinct from k

k)11k

Y = (l-xK)

lIFe

(6.12)

To analyze the symmetry type mentioned at the point "b)" above , we
consider that the curves characterized by k and K of Figure 6.2 are symmetric
with res pec t to the line k = 1. In another way said, the curve K is the "mirror"
image (w ith respect to k = 1) of curve k, and conversely.
We denote the present coordinate of curve K with x and y , and the present
values of curve k with Xi and Y I. We apply formulas (6.10) and (6.12) for the
curves k and K case. For curve k case we have:
YI = (I-XI

and for curve

K

k)lIk

(6 .13)

case, formula (6 .12) is also valid.

RefeITing to Figure 6.2, W~ can write

"

(6.11)

In what follows, we will use formula (6.11) applied in ET, as we have
mentioned before. On the other side, for IT this formula will have the form:

apter 3 and used in
'5,k '5,co and thus it
of the system Ox 
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xI=(I-x) and YI = (I- y).

Introducingx1 and YI in formula (6 .13) in this way ex pressed as functions of x
and y and using formul a (6.12) to express Y as funct ion of x, we obtain the
relation :

1 - [1 -

---x
~e

(1 - x) k]I1k

=

(1- XI K)IIK .

(6.14)

If we take logarithm of relation (6.14) we obtain the following bGnding
formula between K and ic

first quadrant.

mci ent to set formula
where
(6.9)
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We see that from formula (6.15) we can not find K explicitly. In other
words, formula (6.15) is implicitly given regarding K (and also k).
In any case, the values of K and k characterize two symmetric curves in ET
and respectively in IT given the "mirror" having k = 1. If we symbolize the
symmetry "status" by "Lim", we can write Lim k ~ K . Evidently, we can also
write L im K ~ k , or simply Lim k B Lim K .
Since K and k respectively can be find in an implicit form in the formula
(6.15) to determine K as a function of k we proceed graphically as we will
continue to show.
On the left side of the equality sign in formula (6.15) we replace K by z. In
this way we will obtain the following formula which express z as a function of K :

fo r K of Figure
characterized b)
fonnula (6. 18).
In Figure e
bisector of the r
equation of this Ii
for various values

6.4. The !
figw

(6.17)
where A is given by formula (6.16).
In this way z = z (K) have both parameters k and

With value

K.

Giving various values

for k (in the domain 1 < k < (0 ) and for K (in the domain 0 < K < 1 ) we obtain
various curves representing z =Z(K), as it can be seen in the Figure 6.3.

K

= rp( k) represel
K
1.0

0.8

Z

0.6

1. 0 1-- __-~--~--,-~.,__.~-___:7!

0.4
0.2

0.8 1-- - ----'\.- --.--:'"

o
0 .6 1 - - - - - " ,___-----"~_7I"~_____+--"'--___i

X=O.5}
k=?
x=0 .2
-

We see th~
system with axis
have a form of the

0.2 t--7=-~:::=:::::::::::--___r_-----r------j
/ '
\
k=8
k=10

o ~-~~-~~-~~-~~--~~0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0 K

Fig. 6.3. The representation of the function Z(IC) for x = 0.5 (in the case k =2),
also for x = 0.2 having as parameter distinct values for k.

Z(K)

In order to t
replace K' and k'

If for a certain value of k we live two values for x, the curves of the function
intersect in a point whose coordinates represent the solution of the

problem, namely Z = K. In Figure 6.3, M is a such point which represent the
intersection of the curves Z(K) for k = 2 and for the values ofx = 0.5 and x = 0.2
respectively . The result is

K

= 0.56. Thus we can write :

Lim (k =2)

B

Any other curve of the function

Lim (K = 0.56) .

Z(K)

(6.18)

for k =2 corresponding other values

of x will pass through the point M. This is because for any value of x the curve

After makir
(6.19) and going
following fonnula
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for K of Figure 6.2 is symmetric with respect to the "mi rro r" k = 1, of the curve
characterized by k. Evidently, the converse is valid also, as it is shown by
formula (6.18) .
In Figure 6.3 we see that the point M is on the line OM which represents the
bisector of the right angle formed by the coordinate axis Ox - Oy. In fact the
equation of this line is even z = z (K) . The intersection of this line with other curves,
for various values of k (see Figure 6.3), will give the solutions for I:im k

~ K .

6.4. The semiempirica1 equation for the basic symmetric
figures from Paratrigonometry

(6. 17)
With values for
. Giving various values

in 0 < K <1 ) we obtain

K

=

K

0.8 -~

0.6 -~
0.4 r--~

0.2 r---~
0>

o

~~

....

tv

0

1.0

the Figure 6.3.

I:im k, from Figure 6.3, we construct the curve

K = rp(k) represented in Figure 6.4 .
~

co

(J)

\

'"

-

"--
2

6

4

8

10

A

Fig. 6.4. The representation of function

Ie =

k

r.p(k).

We see that, if considering and another system of coordinates than the
system with axis Ok - OK, namely Ok' - OK', the curve mentioned before will
have a form of the type representing exponential functions of the form :

:0.S }k=2
:0.2

L

10 K

(6.19)

(in the case k =2),
es for k.

In order to have this function (6.19) expressed in the
replace K' and k' by K' = (1- K) and k' = (1- k) .

he curves of the function

After making these substitutions, we apply again logarithm to the relation
(6.19) and going the necessary operations for simplification we alTive to the
following formula:

:nt the solution of the

lint which represent the
es ofx

= 0.5 and x = 0 .2
(6.18)

rresponding other values
any value of x the curve

K

=C -

[In (k

-1) J/a.

K

and k coordinates we

(6.20)

By trying some values for constants [; and a, and comparing the resulting
values from formula (6 .iO) with those of Figure 6.4, we obtain c = 0.56 and
a = 6 . With these values, formula (6.20) becomes:

K=0 .56-[ln(k-l)J/6.

. (6.21)
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K

==

IP( k)

for the values of k in the domain 1.075 < k < 10.

Fonnula (6 .21) is not applicable for k = 1, but returning to fonnula (6.17) we
conclude that for k = 1 introduced in fonnula (6 .15) we have z:= K only if K:= 1.
That is

Lim(k= 1)

B

Lim (K:=l) .

(6.22)

This last relation represents the mathematical expression of the "mirror" in
the Paratrigonometry .
For the extreme cases marked by values k = 0 and respectively k = 00 we
apply the results of Chapters 4 and 5 mentioned before. Thus, in Chapter 4 we
proved that, in IT, for k = 0 (now denoted K = 0), the BTF is the Cross (OQ - O M
- ON - OP, Figure 6 .1), and in Chapter 5 we proved that, in UT, for k = 00,
the BTF is the square ABCD of Figure 6.1.
From the geometrical point of view it can be seen in Figure 6.1 that the
Cross OQ - OM - ON - OP is symmetric to the square ABCD, in relation with the
para trigonometric rhombus of the mirrors. The same thing we can see in Figure 6 .2,
referring to the first quadrant. Using the above symbols, this thing can be expressed
as :
Lim (k=oo)

K:=

B

Lim

(K:=O) .

(6.23)

Again from the analysis of formula (6.21) we can see that Jor k = 2 we obtain
0.56 as we shown in the previous chapter and we have found it using relation (6.18).

6.5. Conclusions ofChapter 6
6.5.1. All the "Trigonometries" which we anlysed in the previous Chap ters
1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 together with the Quadratic Trigonometry (QT) [1] and the
Classical Trigonometry (CT) can be comprised in the notion of the
Paratrigonometry (PRT) developed in Subchapter 6.2 here above.
The PRT structure and its relation with all the others trigon orne tries is given
in Table 6.1. The basic relations from PRT, (6.1) and (6.2) can be applied in the
case of all mentioned trigonometries, distinguishing themselves by the values for
the "order" k.
This is also mentioned in Table 6.1 , where we point out other
classification elements, namely the Basic Trigonometric Figures (BTFs), as
could be the Trigonometric circle in CT, Trigonometric rhombus with straight
sides in QT etc.
6.5.2. Regarding BTFs, in PRT we established some BTFs symmetries, such
these among BTFs from the Extratrigonometry (ET) with 1< k ~ 00 and BTFs from
the Infratrigonometry (IT) with O:'S: k < 1 in relation with the "Paratrigonometric
mirror" ofQT with k = I amply analyzed in Subchapter 6.3 and 6.4 here above.
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Thus , in Subchapter 6.3 we established a semiempiric expli ite equation for
the respective symmetries . For a better expression of these symmetries, in IT case
the order of the trigonometric functions was denoted by K and the k notation was
reserved for ET. We introduced the symbol "L.im", and the symmetry between a
BTF from ET (of order k) and a corresponding BTF of than from ET of order K
from IT, was denoted by Lim k ~ Lim K , the sign ~ indicating the respective
relation reciprocally.

Regardilw the parar

Recall tha

7. REGARDING THE PARATRIGONOMETRIC
EQUATION OF THE CIRCLE

for the "order"
cOlTesponding e
domain 1< k ::; CI.

7.1. Introduction

Referring
PRT , we repeat I

It is known that the fundamental relation of Classical Trigonometry (CT),
which establish the connection between the values of the functions "sine" (sin) and
"cosine" (cos) of the angle a is the following:
2

2

sin a + cos a

=I .

(7.1 )

If we take in consideration the trigonometric circle (with radius R = 1) and
denote axis Ox - Oy, as in Figure 7.1, by similitude with relation (7.1) we have the
following well known equation of the trigonometric circle, expressed in an
algebraic fonn :

(7.2)
On the other side, from Paratrigonometry (PR T) - Chapter 6 - we know that
symmetric figure (with respect to the line AB of Figure 7.1 ) ofa circle quarter AB
(a), with the concavity towards the reference 0 is the circle quarter AB (b), with
the concavity opposite to the reference O. Also, in Chapter 6 we showed that the
circle quarter AB (b) can be expressed byt the following algebrical equation in the
coordinate system Ox - Oy:
x O. S6 + y0.56
y

=I .

(7 .3)

y

o

x

x
Fig. 7.1. The symmetric circles for k = 2 and

K =

0 .56' in the Paratrigonometry.
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Recall th at the general fund ame ntal equation in Paratrigonometry is:
x K + yK = 1

METRIC

(7.4)

for the "order" value K in the domain 0 S; K < 1 (Infra trigo nometry - IT). The
corresponding equation for the order value (denoted wi th k in this case) in the
domain 1 < k S; CI) (Extratrigonometry - ET) is:
(7.5)

Referring to equations (7.2) and (7.3) and using the established symbols in
PRT, we repeat the following relation regarding the symmetry mentioned before:
Trigonometry (CT),
'ons "sine" (sin) and
(7.1 )
with radius R = I) and
tion (7.1) we have the
:cle, expressed in an
(7.2)
apter 6 - we know that
of a circle quarter AB
e quarter AB (b), with
: 6 we showed that the
~ebrical equation in the
(7.3)

Lim (k

=

2)

B

Lim (K == O.Sfi) .

(7.6)

If we refer to Figure 7.1 and takc into consideration the coordinate axis
system O'X - O'Y we can write the classical equation of a complete circle which
contains the arc AB (b), such that :
(7.7)

We can not do the same thing if we desi re to usc on ly one equa tion of type
(7.3) established in PRT and va lid only for the quarter of the circle AB (b).
Here belo w we will estab lish the para trigonometric equations of (7.3) type
equa tion for the enti re circle with radius R = 1.

7.2. Paratrigonometric equations for the entire contour
of the circle with radius R == 1
Referring to Figu re 7.1, we notice the following:
7.2.1. In the coordinate system Ox - Oy, the quarter of the circle AB (a) is
algebraically expressed by equati on (7 .2) and its "symmetrical" (in the
paratrigonometric tenns) that is the circle quadrant AB (b) is algebraicall y
expressed by equation (7.3).
7.2.2. If we change the origin of the coordinate axis from 0 (the coordinate

axis being Ox - Oy) to 0' (the coo rdinate axis being O'X - O'Y), the complete
circle ABCD is algebraically expressed by equation (7.7).
On the other side, if we return to the coordinate axis Ox :- Oy, the equa tion
of the circle ABCD is the following:
2

2

(x-I) +(y - l) =1.

x

Paratrigonometry .

(78)

As we have show n in the previolls chapter the para tri gonome tric equa ti on
(7.3) is va lid for the circular arc AB (b) only and can not be ex tended to th e cntire
circle usin g an equation of ty pe (7 .8).
The refore, to establ ish the equa tions of type (7.3) to be also val id and for th e
rest of three quarte rs in the circle with center in 0 ', espect ive ly for the circle ares
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Regarding the paralrigonom

Be , CD and DA, we will use the symmetric property of the corresponding circle
with respect to O 'X and O ' Y axis.
Thus, if on the circle arc AB (b) the point M of coordinates x and y satisfies
equation (7.3), clearly on the circle arc BC the point N will satisfy the equation
(7.3) too if we introduce the coordinates (2 -x) andy for this point.
Thus, for the circle arc BC we have valid the equation:

(2 - x)O.S6 + l·S6 == I.

(7.9)

(2 - x)O.S6 + (2 _ y)O.S6 == 1.

(7.10)

For the circle arc CD:

For circle arc DA:

xO. S6 + (2 _ y)O.S6 == 1.

(7.11 )

The equations (7.3), (7.9), (7.10) and (7. 11) can be comprised in a single
equation as such :

(A+S . y)O.S6 +(p+q·x)O.S6 ==1.

Table 7.1

The values of coefficients A, B. p and q, depending of n
(n)

J
2
3
4

Circle arc
AB
BC
CD
DA

A

B

p

°°

1
1
-I
-I

°
°

2
2

2
2

In this way, fror
unknowns C h C2 and C
curve "p " from Figure
Solving this three equati
Thus, equation (7.l3) cal

(7.12)

If we number all the four quadrants of the circle in Figure 7.1 successively, in
a trigonometric sense, starting with the corresponding trigonometric quadrant (TQ) to
the arc AB, then we will have the situation given in the table below (Table 7.1)

TQ

Fig. 7.2. 1

q
)

Similarly, we proc

For A and B c(
consequence we applied t
For A we can obtai
have in view -the product
the correct value for A w
applicable also for n = 4,

-1
-I
1

In this table we notice symmetry of the coefficients "p" and "q" with respect
of the number "n" which represents the quadrant in reference. If we like to express
algebraically this thing, this symmetry directs us to the idea that these respective
coefficients can be second degree functions of variable "n". In this case, the
graphical representation of these functions, pen) and respectively q(n), could be
that of Figure 7.2.
As it is known, the general equation for such function is, for example, in pen)
case, as follows:
(7.13)
where the coefficients C 1, C2 and C 3 can be determined applying equation (7.13)
for three points of known coordinates "p" and "n", as for example the points "0; 1".
"2;2" and "2;3".

In our argument to
fact that this must chang
passes from n = 2 to n '"
also appears in the for
respectively -1 for the c
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p

q
2

f - - -

7""'-- _=,,..

p

tisfy the equation
nt.

o f.1--'-<:----;::2-----:3~~"--';--
(7.9)

-1 1-- ""-:: - -- - :;71

q

Fig. 7.2. The graphic representation of functions p(n) and q(n).

(7.10)

(7.11 )
,mprised in a single

In this way, from equation (7.13) we obtain three equations with three
unknowns C], C2 and C3 . Because of function pen) symmetry and respectively of
curve "p" from Figure 7 .2, it was no need to use the "0;4" coordinate point.
Solving this three equations mentioned above, we have C 1 = -1, C2 = 5, C3 =-4.
Thus, equation (7.13) can be written as:
p=_n 2 +5 · n-4.

(7.12)

e 7.1 successively, in
!tric quadrant (TQ) to
,ow (Table 7.1)
Table 7. I

of n

q

(7.14)

Similarly, we proceed also for function q(n) and obtain the relation:

q = n2 - 5 . n + 5 .

(7.15)

For A and B coefficients this above reasoning IS not valid and in
consequence we applied the following arguments:
For A we can obtain value 0 (zero) in both cases when n = 1 and n == 2 if we
have in view the product [en - 1) . (n - 2)]. Also with this product we can obtain
the correct value for A when n = 3. That is A(3) = 2. The relation for A becomes
applicable also for n = 4, if we write it under the form:

A = (n -1)· (n  2) / 15 - 2·

-I
-I

" and "q" with respect
:. If we like to express
1 that these respecti ve
'n". In this case, the
ctively q(n), could be .

is, for example, in pen)
(7.13)
plying equation (7.13)
~mple the points "0; 1",

nl.

(7 . 16)

In our argument to establish the values of the coefficient B we consider the
fact that this must change its algebraic sign from + (plus) to - (minus) when it
passes from n == 2 to n == 3. This will happen with a difference of (5 - 2'n) which
also appears in the formula (7.16) above. In order to have values + 1 and
respectively -1 for the coefficient B we have to divide this difference with its
absolute value. Thus we have:
B == (5  2· n) / 15  2 ·

nl.

(7.17)

The circle of radius R = 1 in the coordinate system xOy (Figure 7.1) can thus
be also represented by equations of degree distinct (rom two, namely of a degree
smaller then 1 (0.56 < 1).
In this case we need four distinct equations, one for each circle quadrant
individually. This thing was proved above, using specific paratrigonometric
mathematical relations.
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7.3. Conclusions of Chap ter 7
7.3.1. The equation (7.3) , fundamental in the Paratrigonometry (PRT) and
for which it represents the "symmetry" of the circle represented by equation (7.2),
but it is only valid for a quarter of the trigonometric circle of radius R = 1.

7.3.2. In establishing a relation of equation (7.3) type, having the exponent
value equal with 0.56 for the component terms and with an extended validity in the
entire trigonometric circle, we performed a reasoning based on the circle symmetry
and thus we found equation (7.12). The coefficients which appear in this equation
depend on the reference circle quadrant and can have values 0 (zero); +1; -1 and 2
respectively.
For each of the four circle arcs (corresponding each to one angle at the
center equal with J[ / 2), which together form a complete circle, we indicate the
values of these coefficients in Table 7.1, or they can be determined algebraically as
a function of the order number (see Figure 7.1) of the referred quadrant (circle
quadrant).
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8. SOME D EVELOPMENTS OF FUNDAMENTAL
PARATRIGON OMETRIC EQUATION
8.1. Introduction
It Chapter 3 we showed that the fundamental equation which represents the
Basic Trigonometric Figure (BTF) in the Transtrigonometry (TT), if we refer only
to the first quadrant, is:
(8.1 )
where the value of k is the "order" of the transtrigonometric function of the case
analyzed in the respective Chapter. In TT k has values in the domain 1 < k < 2.
From (8.1) results that BTFs in TT are rhombuses with curved sides, with the
concavity oriented towards the refcrence 0 , which represents the coordinate axis
Ox - Oy origin, where the equation (8.1) refers to.
Recall that in the Classical Trigonometry (CT) k =2; BTF in this case is the
trigonometric circle having radius R = 1. In the Quadratic Trigonometry (QT) k = 1
but BTF in this case is the Trigonometric rhombus with straight sides.
For values of k in the domain O:s; k < 1 we are in the domain of
Infratrigonometry (IT) - sec Chapter 4. BTFs in IT are also curved rhombuses as in
TT case but the concavity of their sides is oriented in the opposite direction of O..
In the Paratrigonometry (PRT) - see Chapter 6 -, which comprise all of
these above mentioned trigonometries, Ultratrigonometry (UT) inclusively having
2 < k :s; co (see Chapter 5) we evidenced some symmetries between BTFs in TT
and UT (named together with CT inclusively as Extratrigonometry - ET) and IT.
This symmetry is with respect to the straight of the rhombus representing BTF ill
Quadratic Trigonometry (QT).
In order to distinct BTFs of ET from BTFs of IT we denoted the "orders" of
the respective functions by k, in ET case, and by K, in IT case respectively.
In Figure 8.1 we represented the sides in the first trigonometric quadrant of a
BTF from ET - the curve AB(k) - of its symmetry from IT - the curve AB(K) 
and of the trigonometric rhombus - the straight line AB(k = 1) characteristic to QT.
Expressing the symmetry of the curves AB(k) and AB(K) mathematically, we can
write XI = I - X and YI = \ - Y .
From the formula (8.1) we have

y= ( I - x

k )1 1k

.

(8 .2)

If we refer at the curve AB(k), the formula (8 .2) become
k

Yj = ( J- X I

)1-1 k

. (8.3)
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Fig. S.l. BTFs, in first quadrant, for k > I (ET), k = I (QT) and 1( < I (IT) .

If we refer at the curve AB(K), the fonnula (8.2) become

. )IIK

y= (l-xK

(8.4)

Having in view the above mentioned relations between XI and X, and YI and Y
respectively, and the fonnulas (8.3) and (8.4) we arrive to the following basic
relation for the symmetric functions in PRT (see Chapter 6): '

(8.5)

We se.
equation (8 .~
equation (8 .~
an d we find,
If we I
k in the dOll
val id for any
In oth.
positive ratic
Let de

(8.8). In this

The g
Oy, where y

where
K

= 0.56 - [In(k -I)] / 6.

(8.6)

One of the principal reasons of Chapter 6 was to detennine formula (8.5).
We have to remember from this chapter that the relation (8.6) and implicity
relation (8 .5) are valid for the values of k in the domain 1.075 < k ::; 10.
Evidently , everything what we have discussed before is applied for under
unit values of x andy (see Figure 8.1).
Here below we will consider the extension of the validity for equation (8.5)
also for over unit values of the vari able x.

8.3.1
t

The ic
the unit by i:
the equation
Thus,

From

8.2. Algebraic development of the fundamental
equation for BTFs from PRT
If we would like that equation (8 .2) to be valid for positive over unit values
" f x (let denote this case by X) we ~m for help introducing a convenient Xl In
equ ation (8 .5) and thus we ha ve:

(8.7)
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In this way , we have to use the two equations, namely (8.5), for O:<=:: x :<=:: 1
and (8 .7) for X > 1.
These two equations can be combined in a single one namely:

( 1- x a'K )

1/

K

[

+ 1_ ( I _ x a )

k ]ll k

=I

(8.8)

where
a=(1-x) / 11- x l ·

(IT).

(8.4)

dx, andy, and y
following basic

We see that for O:<=:: x < 1 result a = I and thus the equation (8.8) becomes the
equation (8.2) and for x > 1 we have a = - 1 and the equation (8 .8) becomes the
equation (8.7). If x = 1 by removing the indetermination in (8.9) we obtain a = 1
and we find again the first case when equation (8.8) becomes (8.5).
If we like to express by words relation (8 .8) we can say that for any value of
k in the domain 1.075 :<=:: k :<=:: 10 and respecting relation (8.6), the relation (8.8) is
valid for any positive rational value of x.
In other words, the equation (8.8) has an infinite number of roots that in all
positive rational numbers.
Let denote by J(x) the function of the left side of equality sign in equation
(8.8). In this way, the equation (8.8) can be written as:
J(x) = 1.

(8 .5)
(8 .6)
formula (8.5).
•. 6) and implicity
~IO .

lpplied for under
for equation (8 .5)

(8.9)

(8.10)

The graphical representation of this function in a coordinate system Ox 
Oy, where y =J(x) , is the line y = 1.

8.3. The validity extension of the BTFs fundamental
equation in PRT
The idea to extend the validity of equation (8.2) for values of x greater than
the unit by introducing the coefficient Ha" given by the relation (8.9) thus obtaining
the equation (8 .8), can be also useful in formula (8 .1).
Thus, this becomes :

(8.11)
From this relation we obtain:
Y

e over unit values
convenient X-' in

. (8.7)

= ( I _x ak )

ll k
.

(8 .12)

According to what we shown here above, formula (8 .12) remain the same in
the Extratrigonometry (ET) case, when I :<=:: k :<=:: 00 . In the -Infratrigonometry (IT)
case formula (8.12) becomes:

Y

= ( l- x Q-K )

II K
•

(8.13)
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where K is given as a function of k by fonnula (S.6). By the terms stab lished in
the PRT the curve representing the function y given by the formula (S.13), is the
"symmetry" of the curve representing the function y given by formula (S.12), or
using the symbol of Chapter 6, we can write:

Lim (k)

f->

Lim (K)

(S.I4)

Based on formula (S.14) and using the known result from PRT, evidently we
can say that also the converse of what we have said before is valid, that is that the
curve associated to the formula (S.I2) is the "symmetry" of the curve associated to
the formula (S.13).
Recall that this symmetry is formed with the respect of the line AB (k = I) of
Figure S.l.
If we represent graphically function y of relation (S.I2) for x > I, we obtain
the curves represented in Figure S.2.
The curves representing function y(x) for various values of K and k
respectively.

a.

K = 0.236
b. K=0.56

e. k = 1.4
f. k = 2.0

c. K=0.713

g. k=S.O

d. k

= 1.0

lim y = 1 .

(S.I5)

x~co

We mention that in Figure S.2 the represented curves are connected by the
following symmetric relations: Lim (k = S) f-> Lim (K = 0.713); Lim (k = 2) f->
Lim (K = 0.56) and Lim (k = 1.4) f-> Lim (K = 0.236).
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8.4. Co

In order to have a complete image of this function graphical representation
Figure S.2 we also represented the respective curves for 0 ::; k ::; 1, accepting k and
K as parameters with the limits 1.075::; k ::; 10, as we had before.
In Figure S.2 we limit our self to x = 4, because of space limit. In any case,
for all values of k and K, the curves for k > I arc asymptotic with respect to the
line y = I . This also results from the relation (S.I2) which for x > I , thus a < 0
from relation (S.9) at the limit, when x -> co it becomes:

o
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3.0

35

Fig. 8.1. The graphically representation of the formul8 s (812) and (8.13).
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It is good to notice the fact that the curves of the function y go faster to the
limit y = I, when the values of k and K respectively are large. Thus, we can see
that for k = 8, the curve y(x) is very close with the asymptote y == 1 starting with
x = 0.5 and for k == 2 this closeness becomes more evident for x = 4 .
On the other side, in the domain K < 1 (thus in IT), for a very small value of
K (for example K == 0.236 ) the curve y(x) will move away very slowly (almost

unnoticed for x < 4 ) from Ox axis.
Also, it is good to mention that all curves for y(x) function in the domain
characterized by x > 1 have their concavity oriented toward Ox axis, while the
curves of this function in the domain 0 S; x S; 1 have the concavity towards the Ox
axis respective to the origin 0, for x > 1 case and in a reverse direction, for K < 1
case.
Since, for x> 1 the function y(x) curves are developing toward infinity, in
one way we can say that they represent the "projection toward infinity" of the
curves for the respective function for 0 S; x S; 1.

8.4. Conclusions of Chapter 8
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lace limit. In any case,
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4.0 X

8.4.1. The basic relation of the Paratrigonometry (PRT) - see Chapter 6 
elaborated on the bases of the principle of the Basic Trigonometric Figures (BTFs)
symmetry, represents, in fact, an equation with an infi nite number of solutions. In
another way said, it is valid for any positive rational value of the variable x.
This means that the corresponding relation, enough complex do, having x as
variable, is equivalent with a simple equality: y = 1.
8.4.2. In PRT the functions, which form the algebraic expression of BTFs
were having until now the values in the domain 0 S; x S; 1 and 0 S; y S; I. Using a
convenient calculation these functions can become valid also for the domain
I s; x S; 00 and 0 S; y S; 1. The representing curves for this func tions when x ~ 1 start
from the values y = 0 (for x =1) and progress asymptotically towards y = 1 (for
x ~ co).
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9. THEAPPilCATION OF THE PARATRIGONOMEfRIC
FUNDAMENTAL EQUATIONS IN TIIE FOUR
TRIGONOMETRIC QUADRANTS

The equatiO!
variable x and y .
The problem
(9.2) we solve for J

9. 1. Introduction
It is known from the Chapter 3 and 6 that the fundamental Basic
Trigonometric Figures (BTFs) of the Paratrigonometry (PRT), written in the
simplest form is:

(9.1)
where y and x are BTF coordinates and k is the "order" of the paratrigonometric
function . The equation (9.1) is valid only in the first trigonometric quadrant (TQ),
region in which both x and y have positive values.
Recall, as particular cases, the values k = 2 (Classical Trigonometry - CT)
and k = 1 (Quadratic Trigonometry - QT). We see that k = 2 (CT) case the
equation (9.1) is valid for all the four TQ, since the even power applied to the
variables x and y cancel their negative values. Thus, the something is valid for all
even number values of k, that is k = 2· n , when n is a positive natural number.
In Figure 9.1 we represent BTFs for k = 1 (in QT ), k = 2.5 and K = 0.4924 in
the coordinate system xOy and we use the Roman notation (l - IV) for the four
TQs. The value K = 0.4924 represents the "symmetry" for value k = 2.5 in the
signification of the characteristic symmetries in the PRT [6].
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Fig. 9.1. The Basic Trigonometric Figures (BTFs) for lxl < I and
a -K= 0 .4924; b-k= I.O;c - k =2.5.
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We mention that in PRT (see Chapter 6), in order that equation (9.1 ) to be
valid in all the four TQ s, was written under the form:
(9.2)
The equation (9.2) is satisfied for both positive and negative values of the
variable x andy.
The problem of the algebraic signs + (plus) and - (minus) is coming when in
(9.2) we solve for y in function of x. Thus we have

Y =± (
the fundamental Basic
(PRT) , written in the

I-Ixl k)l/k

(9.3)

In this case we must "choose" the sign + (plus) when we refer to TQs I and
II and respectively the sign - (minus) when we consider the TQ s III and IV . This
choice is not mathematically objective, and when we operate with the relation (9.3)
we have to use either the real image (geometrical) or the thought image of a BTF .

(9.1)
of the paratrigonometric
onometric quadrant (TQ),

9.2. The algebraic signs coefficients + (plus) or - (minus)

sical Trigonometry - CT)
hat k = 2 (CT) case the
ven power applied to the
something is valid for all
sitive natural number.
k = 2.5 and K == 0.4924 in
Ition (l - IV) for the four
, for value k = 2.5 in the

As we known, the fundamental algebraic equation of the BTFs, written
under the form (9.1) or (9.2) has a trigonometric correspondent, the fundamental
trigonometric equations.
This establishes the relation between the basic functio n of type "sinus" and
"cosinus" respectively. It is similar with equation (9.1) and (9.2) respectively, the
variable y and x being replaced with the fu nctions "sinus" and "cosinus" of the
angle a, represented in Figure 9. I.
In PRT these functions are denoted by spra and cpra respectively (see

[6].

Chapter 6). If in Figure 9.1 we refer to the corresponding BTF for k = 2.5, we will
have MN =spra and ON =cpra.

r frl < 1 and lYl < 1:
.5.

As we have shown, the equivalent equation to (9.1) is:
k

k

sprk a + cprk a = I

(9.4)

where sprk a is the "paratrigonometric sine of order k for angle a" and cprk a is
the "paratrigonometric cosine of order k for angle a".
The equivalent equation with (9.2) is the following :
(9.5)
If we solve for sprk a in equation (9.5) we obtain the following relation
equivalent to (9.3):
k )11k
sprk a = ± ( I-Icprk ai '

(9 .6)
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A similar relation we obtain when we solve for cprk a in (9 .5).
Regarding to the choice of sign + (plus) or - (minus) in (9.6), it is valid in
the same discussions performed regarding relation (9.3).
In the relation (9.6) case we can avoid the subjectivity referred when we
analyzed relation (9.3) by introducing the following "algebraic sign coefficient":

(9.7)
where the angle a is expressed in radians, thus a [rad]. If angle a is expressed in
degrees, the relation (9.7) becomes:

b =(l80-a) / 1180-al.

(9.8)

Thus relation (9.6) becomes :
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We express c by a si
Thus:

(9. 9)
By tbe coefficient b the sign + (plus) or - (minus) in formula (9.6)
automatically appears in formula (9.9). That is, if a < Tr (TQs I and II) in rela tion
(9.7) then we have b = +1, and when Tr < a < 2 · Tr (TQs III and IV) we have b = -1.
When we consider relation (9 .8), the same reasoning is valid, considering 180 0
instead of l[ (in radians) and expressing a in degrees, as we have shown be fore.
If we consider relations (9.7) and (9.8) for case a = Tr, respectively

a = 180

0

the we have an indeterminate situation . In order to eliminate this
indetermination we use the method to calculate the limits "superior" and "inferior"
respectively, explained in Chapter 4. In this case we have:

For c to have the va
m ust have m > 2 . Similarl~
we must have m < 3. Bot!
I.fm = 2.5, in this case form

and the relation (9.3) becon

,

lim b = +1

(9 . 10)

a-H!

(9 . 11)
We see that even in the place a = Tr the algebraic sign changes from + (Plus)
to - (minus) in formulas (9 .7) and (9 .8). In .a = 2· Tr case, the same reasoning is
valid for the inferior limit. Thus:
lim

b =-I.

(9 .12)

wbere c is given by (9.15)
(T Q IV).
With a similar prob
algebraic signs + or -, W(
what we have mentioned al
in Paratrigonometry (PRl
following :
The coefficient a is 1

a~2'l! -

For the situation a> 2· Tr we have to apply to the "periodic" character of the
trigonometric and paratrigonometric functions. In this sense, we reconsider the
cycle valid for the interval 0 < a < 2· Tr . Thus, we can write:
lim

b= + l.

(9.13)

a~2 ' l! +

In this way, the angle a varying in a trigonometric sense, when it passes
. through the value a = 2 . Tr , the b coefficient passes from the value b = - 1 to b = + I.
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6), it is valid in
ferred when we
coefficient":

I

(9.7)
~

is expressed in
(9.8)

W e mentio n that, for the algebraic sign coefficient above men tioned, w e used
the letter "b" since the letter "0" was used in Chapter 8 before, for another
algebraic sign .
The problem of the algebraic sign for the function y(x ) expressed by the
relation (9.3) which represents the mathematical expression of the BTFs can not be
resolved in the same way as above. That is because in the corresponding relation
the angle a does not interfere as it happens in the trigonometric functions case se formula (9.6) - in order for the algebraic signs + or  to automatically appear in
formula (9.3) in function of trigonometric quadrant (TQ) to which we refer, its is
evident that we have to find a coefficient (symbolized by "c") that depends by the
order number "n" of the reference TQ.
We express c by a similar relation with relations (9.8) and (9 .9) respectively.
Thus:

c= (m  n) I 1m  nl.

(9.9)
m fonnula (9.6)

and 11) in relation
1) we have b =-l.
0
considering 180
shown before.
= ff, respectively

to eliminate this
ior" and "inferior"
(9.10)

(9.11)

nges from + (Plus)
same reasoning is
(9.12)

For c to have the value c = +1 in 11 = 1 and n = 2 cases (TQs I and II) we
must have m > 2. Similarly, for c = -1 in n = 3 and n = 4 cases (TQs III and IV)
we must have m < 3. Both above conditions are thus satisfied when 2 < m < 3.
If m = 2.5, in this case formula (9.14) becomes:

c= (2 .5 - n) I 12.5 - nl

(9.13)

lse, when it passes
e b = -1 to b = + 1.

(9.15)

and the relation (9 .3) becomes :
y=c· (

l-Ixlk)lIk

(9.16)

where c is given by (9 .15), n being the order number of TQ , from 1 (TQ I) to 4
(TQ IV).
With a similar problem to establish some coefficients containing also the
algebraic signs + or -, we have meet in Chapter 7. Summing up, of everything
what we have mentioned above regarding the algebraic sign coefficients introduced
in Para trigonometry (PRT) in this Chapter and Chapter 8 we remember the
following:
The coefficient a is given by the formula
a=(l-x) / 11 - xl ·

ic" character of the
wc reconsider the

(9. 14)

(9.17)

It was introduced in Chapter 8 in order to have only one relation linking the
functions representing the BTFs and their "symmetries", as well for unit values of
x, as for their upper-unit values.
The coefficient b was given by formulas (9 .7) and (9.8) above and is used to
establish " automatic" mathematically, the algebraic sign + or - of the sprka as
a function of the values of the angle a - see relation (9.9).
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The coefficient e given by relation (9.15) above is used to establish the
algebraic sign of the function y which represents BTF corresponding to the
para trigonometric functions - see relation (9.16).
Figure 9.2 is an application example of the fundamental equation for BTFs,
in the general case -00 < x < OC) (see Chapter 8), using the algebraic signs
coefficients established in this Chapter.
In this Figure 9.2, we represented in all four TQ, the BTFs for k = 2, k = 1
and K == 0.56. This last one (K == 0.56) represents the "symmetry", in the
paratrigonometric meaning, of a BTF characterized by k = 2. In Chapter 8 there is a
similar figure, but only regarding to TQ 1.
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x

Fig. 9.2. BTFs for 0 < x < 00 and lYl < 1:
a -K= 0.56; b-k = 1.0; c-k= 2.0.

9.3. Conclusions of Chapter 9
CUlTently, we attribute to the trigonometric functions the algebraic signs +
(plus) or - (minus) in an intuitive way according to the Trigonometric Q uadrant
(TQ) - I to IV - which we are considering. Thus, as we well know, the function
sina has positive values in the TQs I and II and negative values in the TQs III and
IV. The function cosa has positive values in the TQs I and IV and respectively
negative values in the TQs II and III. The other trigonometric functions, being
expressed in function of sin a and cosa, will have the resulting algebraic signs.
Also, the algebraic signs of the coordinates x and y of the points on the
curves which form the Basic Trigonometric Figures (BTFs), that is trigonometric
circle in the Classical Trigonometry (CT) case are attributed in function of the
reference TQ. Thus, the abscissa x has positive values in the TQs I and IV and
negative values in the TQs II and III. The ordinate y has positive values in the
TQs I and II and negative values in the TQs 1lI and IV.
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For all the above cases and with valid ity extended to the entire domain of the
Paratrigonometry (PRT) in order to resul t m athem atically (not intuitively) these
mentioned above algebraic signs, we es tab lished the algebraic signs coeffici ents
"b" and "e". The coefficient b is app lied in the paratrigonometric functions case
spra and cpr a , respectively. It is expressed as a function of angle a. The
coefficient c is applied in th e coordinates x and y case which define the referred
BTF. It is expressed in function of the order number "n" of TQ in discussion .
Evidently, for TQ 1 we have n = 1 and so on.
In this way, all the mathematical relations derived in the previous C hapters 3
and 8, which for simplification were established for TQ I, can be applied in all the
others TQs (II - IV), where the algebraic signs + (plus) or - (minus) can be
established mathematically, by computing the coefficients band c.
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10. AN APPLICATION CASE
OF THE PARATRIGONOMETRIC
POLAR COORDINATES

10.1. Introduction
In the Chapter 6 we presented the basic elements of the Paratrigonometry
(PRT) . We remember that the fundamental equations ofPRT are the following:

(10.1 )
tpl'k a

= tga

where k is the
BTF referring
trigonometric c
characteristic f
As in a
Cartesian coon
In Figur
abscissa Ox ar
four quadrants

(10.2)

where sprk a is "the paratrigonometric sinus of order k of the angle a", cprk a is
"the paratrigonometric cosinus of order k of the angle a" and tprk a is "the
paratrigonometric tangent of order k of the angle a".
Relation (10.2) represents the connection key between the Paratrigonometry
(PRT) and the Classical Trigonometry (CT). As a matter cif fact, this well known
CT represents a particular case of the PRT, which is characterized by k = 2.
Accepting PRT, the trigonometric functions in CT, sin a, cos a, tg a etc.,
represent the paratrigonometric functions of order 2 of the angle a. Another
particular case of PRT is the uadratic Trigonometry (QT) where k = 1. The bases
of QT were given by Valeriu Alaci, professor of the U niversity "Politehnica" of
Timisoara from R omania [1].
From tbe relations (10.1 ) and (10.2) we can calculate the functions sprk a
and cprk a , for any value of the "order" (0::;; k ::;; 00 ), as a function of tg a. Thus,

Fig. 10

for example:

(10.3)
The sign + (plus) or - (minus) is given to the function sprk a by the known
rule in CT , that is in function of the trigonometric quadrant where the angle a is
situated.
The paratrigonometric functions are anal yze d with the reference to the
Cartesian coordinate system. In this sys tem, the most frequently used in
Mathem atics, in PRT case the variable - angle a - is horizontally represented on
the absci ssa axis and the functions sprk a, cprk a etc. are represen ted vertically
on the ordinate axis.
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In addition to the paratrigonometric functions an important roles in PRT
have also the "Basic Trigonometric Figures" (BTFs). Generally, these represent
what the "trigonometric circle" (with radius R = 1) is in CT and respectively the
"trigonometric rhombus" (where all angles are right angles) in QT .
In the Chapter 6 we determined that the BTF equation is:

c

(10.4)

f the Paratrigonometty
. are the following:

(l 0.1)

where k is the "order" of the paratrigonometric function to which is the respective
BTF referring - see relation (10.1) and (10.2). Thus, as an example, for the
trigonometric circle, characteristic for CT, k =2 and for the trigonometric rhombus,
characteristic for QT, k = I.
As in a normal way, the paratrigonometric functions are represented in the
Cartesian coordinate system, also BTFs are represented in these coordinates.
In Figure 10.1 we represent, in the Cartesian coordinate system with the
abscissa Ox and ordinate Oy, all the BTFs for k = 1, k = 2, k = 4 and k = 00 in all
four quadrants (I - IV).

(10.2)
he angle a", cprk a is
l"

and tprk a is "the

n the Paratrigonometry

if fact, this well known
laracterized by k = 2.
a, cosa, tga etc.,
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unction of tg a . Thus,

(10.3)
~

sprk a by the known
where the angle a is

the reference to the
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Fig. J 0.1. Basic Trigonometric Figures (BTFs) applied in Para trigonometry (PRT)
for k = I , k = 2, k = 4 and k = co.

It is interesting to remark the closeness between our results in regard to the
.. BTF, totally independent obtained in comparison with the "quadrilobes", ample
analyzed with a vety developed and sophisticated mathematical tool by the professor
Mircea Eugen $elariu of University " Politehnica" of Timisoara, Romania [21].
We consider that the Paratrigonometry can have multiple technical
applications in engineering. On the other way, in the technique we see many
.processes where rotat ion motion intervenes and these, in there tum, can be very
well mathematically modeled using these polar coordinates.
Here below we will analyze one of these cases where the polar coordinates
in PRT are applied .
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10.2. The paratrigonometric functions represented in polar
coordinates) applied in the technology of toothed wheels

An application ca:

the number of
ctisposed on tl
Figure 10J . T

height h is its I
The toothed wheels are very often used in the domain of the machines and
mechanical installations in the diverse transmission systems with chain, conveyers,
elevators, the rolling systems with caterpillars and especially gearings [12]. In
function of their utilization the teethes profile have diverse geometrical fonns; this
problem does not constitute the subject of this Chapter.

M

foot of the to(
radius Pi and

they all have t1
wheel. For a t(
which corresp

mathematical!)

p

example, mean
the course of tl
the function SJ

o
Fig. 10.2. Defining elements of a !)olar coordinate system.

The characteristic elements of a system in polar coordinates (see Figure 10.2)
[15] are the following :
- the pole 0 which cons titutes the origin point for polar axis Op and for
polar radius p;
- the polar axis Op in function of which the polar angle value a is
measured;
- the polar rad ius p measured from the origin 0 to the point M whose
position is de tennined b y the po lar coordinates a and p;
- the p olar angle a.
The position of the p int M for which a spec ifi c value of the polar angle a
is well determined if the polar radius p given by the function P = p(a) is known.
The function p = ct. represent the mathematical model of a circle with the center in
having the radius R = p. Thus, for example, the trigonometric circle in QT is
represented by the func tio n p = I.
Returning to the toothed wheels we remember that actually th e designing
an their machining is performed " tooth by tooth". The periphery of the toothed
wheel is performed by placing on it of an integer number of the successive pairs
tooth- gap.
III what is following we propose to establish the mathematical model for the
en tire denture of toothed wheel. If we usc unit measurements for the angles this
denture is d eveloping on that angle which characterize a whole circle, namely
(2· Jr) rad. or 3600. It is critical that, in this given situation, is convenient or almost

this way, wit

sprk rp = sprk (,

having success
The ord(
our case by the
considering wt

fonn the dentul

Based 0
contours of thI
represented B1
Thus, in
k = 2, in Figure

o

mandatory to use polar coordinates. Since we will work with very small angles we
choose as measurement units the " degree" and not the "radian". We consider that

fi g. 10.3. Set
paratrigonomctr
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the number of the teeth composing the denture of the toothed wheel is z. They are
disposed on the circle with the average polar radius Pm ' as it is represented in

iented in polar
of toothed wheels

Figure 10.3 . The total height of the tooth is (2· h) . The head of the tooth with the

in of the machines and
with chain, conveyers,
ially gearings [12]. In
geometrical forms; this

height h is its portion between the average radius Pm and exterior radius Pe . The
foot of the tooth, having the same height h, is its position between the interior
radius Pi and Pm' The polar radiuses mentioned as well as the current radius p,
they all have the origin in the pole 0, which coincide with the center of the toothed
wheel. For a total number of teeth (in fact pairs tooth-gap) z means that the angle
which corresponds to a such pair is a z = (360 /

zf.

If we desire to express

mathematically the contour of such pair by the periodic function sprk rp, for
example, means that it has to reproduce a complete variation for a period of 360° in
the course of the angle a z only. This condition is fulfilled when the variable (jJ of
the function sprk rp given by the product rp = z . a , where rp is the polar angle. In
this way, with

;ystem.

linates (see Figure 10.2)
polar axis Op and for

)Iar angle value a

is

a z we have rp = 360

0
•

Thus the complete period for the

sprk rp=sprk (z·a) is a z . During of this period the function sprk (z·a) varies
having successive values 0 and respectively + 1 and-I.
The order of the function, represented by k, is that one which is dictated in
our case by the tooth profile form. For simplification, we accept h = 1. In this case,
considering what we have shown above, the polar radius P for the points which
form the denture profile of a toothed wheel is given by the relation:

P = Pm +Sprk(z·a).
to the point M whose

of the polar angle a
p = p (a ) is known.

(10.5)

Based on this relation, in the Figures 10.3 '" 10.6 we represented tbe
contours of three teeth, for Pm = 6· h and for the four values of k for which we
represented BTFs in Figure 10.1.
Thus, in Figure 10.3 we represented the case k = I, in Figure 10.4 the case
k = 2, in Figure 10 .5 the case k = 4 and in Figure 10.6 we refer to the case k = 00 .

ric circle in QT is

:'
actual! y the designing
hery of the toothed
of the successive pairs

nts for the angles this
whole circle, namely
is convenient or almost
very small angles we
an", We consider that

Fig. 10.3. Segment (with three teeth) for a
paratrigonom etri ca lly defined denture for k = I.

Fig. 10.4. Segment (with three teeth) for a
paratrigonometrically de.fin ed denture for k = 2.
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Fig. 10.5. Segment (with three teeth ) for a
pa ratrigo nomet ricall y defined denture for k = 4.

Fig. 10.6. Segment (with three teeth) for a
paratrigonometrica ll y defined denture for k = 00.

Regarding the situation when k = 00 (Fig. 10.6) we like to mention that under
an algebraic aspect it is about to solve some problems in a " limit" case as we
proceeded in a previous Chapter 5. For a better understanding of the function
sprro a variation we can appeal to the BTF representation for k = 00 of F igure 10.1.
We see that in the first tri gonometric quadrant, in the domain 0 ~ a ~ 45
0

i~

0
,

sprro a

represented by tbe li ne segmen t MN. On the other side tg a = MN / ON and

since ON = 1, we will have sprOCJ a = tg a . For tbe domain 45 ~ a$; 90 we will
0

0

have sprro a = 1, as we can see in F igure 1O.l.
For

\sprro

the

a\ = \tg a\,

315 ~ a ~ 360
0

other
for

0
•

trigonon etric
the

domains

quadrants
1 5° ~

IV) we

(11

a~ 180

0
;

180

0

$;

will have

a ~ 225

0

For the other doma ins of the angl e a, we wi ll have sprro a

and

=±1 ,

as we can see in Figure 10.1 . The sIgns + (pl us) or - (minu ) should be applied, in
all cases, according the known ru le from CT.
Of course, fo r our case repr se n ted in Figure 10.6, ever th in g what we have
shown above regarding the domain s of the values for a arc valid regarding the
angle a = (z . a) .

10.3. Conclusions of Chapter 10
Considering what we have analyzed in the previo lls chapters we have the
following important conclusions :
10.3.1. In using the Paratrigonomet ry [or applicati ons tbere arc si tuations
when it is reconunended to use the polar coordinates instead of the . Cartesian
coordinat s.
l0.3.2. s ituation for which the use of the polar coordinates is preferable is
, the para trigonometric mo de li ng of the toothed wheels dentures.

10.3.
order k.
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This modeling pennit a unique rela tion to represent of the e ntire denture of
the toothed wheels , in co ntrast with the present situation when thei r designing and
machining is performed using the method "tooth with tooth". The relation which
represents the entire denture of the toothed wheel contains the average polar radius
of this denture and the paratrigonometric function "paratrigonometric sinus of
order k" of the product between the current polar angle and the total number of the
teeth.

t (with three teeth) for a
defined denture fo r k = 00.

, to mention that under
a " limit" case as we
nding of the function
r k = <Xl of Figure 10.l.
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10.3.3. The teeth profiles is a function of the value of the para trigonometric
order k.
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11. PARATRIGONOMETRIC FUNCTIONS
RAISED TO SOME POWERS
AND THEIR APPLICATIONS

This relation is v
From the relatic
for sprk a which can '
the CT :

11.1. Introduction
In Chapter 6 the authors showed that the basic functions "Paratrigonometric
smus of a", denoted sprk a , has various values and consequently various

Evidently

graphical forms depending of the "order" value k. In Figure 11.1 is represented the

paratrigonometric etc.:
Returning to til

function sprk a for various k values such as: k

= 0.25, k = 0.5, k = 1.0, k = 2.0,

that

traced curves we can

k = 4.0 and k = 00 .
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Fig. ) 1.1. The paratrigonometric function sprk a for 6 values of the "order" k.

that there is a need
purpose we can apr

We reca ll that the fundamental relation in the Paratrigonometry
follow ing :

IS

the

raise very much th
functions with sinus

(11.1)

para tri go nometric f1

Thus when k = 2, the relati.on (11.1) becomes the very well known relation
of the Classical Trigonometry (CT) as such:

In f igure 11

(sina) 2 +(cos a )2 =1.

(J 1.2)

fUDction

(sP'i;, a

i

function (sprk a)0.'
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The relations (Il.l) and (11.2) indicate the fact that CT represents
a particular case of the Paratrigonometry (PRT), when k = 2.
The "key" connection between PRT and CT is the following relation:

~ONS

tprk a = tg a .

(11.3)

This relation is valid for any value of k.
From the relations (J 1.1) and (I J.3) we can obtain the following relation
for sprk a which can be calculated tl'om the function tg a, very well known from
the CT:

Spt'k a

rrs "Para trigonometric

:onsequently various

1.1 is represented the
0.5, k = 1.0, k = 2.0,

=19 a / [1+ (tg a /

lIk

(11.4)

J

Evidently that all the other para trigonometric functions (cosine
para trigonometric etc.) can be calculated using the relations (11.1) and (11.4).
Returning to the Figure 11.1, we can see that in the spaces between the
traced curves we can inscI1 an infinite number of curves devcloped between th(.':
points with the coordinates (0°; 0) and (90°; 1.0), corresponding to the other values
of k in the domain 0 ~ k ~ CIJ .
All these curves "fill in" the space limited by 0 a axis, the vertical line

a = 90° and the curve which represent the function sprCl) a . They all lock as a
"bunch of fibers" which start from a single point and terminatc in the other, but
each fiber has the form dictated by the cOITesponding spr/( a function respecti vcly.
We men tion that the segment 0 a , betwecn the lines a:= 0° and a:.:: 90° , together
with the segment on the vertical line a

Spt'k a

= J .0 , represents

sprk a for k

= 90°,

between the limits sprk a

=

°

and

=0 , as we have shown in Chapter 4.

In order to represent some periodic functions with a sinusoidal like form,
which we meet veri often in Physics and Technology respectively, we consider

he "order" k.

that there is a need tor other "traces" of the above mentioned "fibers". For this

trigonometry IS tbe

purpose we can apply to the function sprk a raised to some powcrs, thing that
raise very much the area of the paratrigonometric modeling of some periodic
functions with sinusoidal forms. If we denote by p the power :It which is raised the

(ll.l )
well known relation

para trigonometric function sprk a we can write (Sprk a)P .
In f igure 11.2, as an exam ple, we traced the curves which represent the
function (Sprk a )2 and in F igure 3 we traced the c urves which represent the

(I 1.2)

function (Sprk a )0. 5 for the ' arne va lues of order k, as in Figure 1 1. L
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Regarding the Figures 11.1, 11 .2 and 11 .3 we have to mention that by
variation of k in the entire interval of possible values, such as 0 $ Ie $ 00 coupled
with the variation of p in the entire interval of possible values, such as 0 $ P $ 00,
we can cover the entire surface of the first trigonometric quadrant in the domain
0° $ a $ 90° and 0 $ sprka $ 1.0. We must stress the fact that any similarity of a

sinusoidal periodic function F(a) with the function (sprka)P when k and p have

curves represented
developed on an a
confirmed after we

with the coordinat
circle arc is situatt
(.~pr7a)O. 5, from w
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for more such valw
We make the obs,
(Chapter 6) and thu.

In this equati
arc "c" and the ab:
equation of the eire
of a in degree as s

constant values, can be accepted when F (a) exactly concide (sprk a)P definite by
the values of k and p respectively . In Physics and Technology we can meet with
many such cases ·when they coincide, but in many situations F(a) can not be
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make the necessary
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mathematically modeled to be equivalent with (sprka)P, where k and p have
constant values . In these situations we can refuge to a mathematical modeling
when k and p are variables. This modeling can't be done arbitrarily , but confonn to
some mathematical relations very well defined . About the power p, in this chapter
we consider both situations, when the power p is constant and other examples when
p is variable as a function of a .

11.2. The case when the paratrigonometric function
is.raised to some constant powers

0'
igurc 11.1.

We would like to mention that here, in order to simplify our analysis, in the
Figure 11.1, 11.2 and 11.3, we used as a unit measure for the angle a, the old
degree which is the case when the trigonometric circle has 360°. Also, we would
like to underline another important fact is that the representation scale for 90°
(corresponding to the trigonometric quadrant) on the abscissa axis was in this way
chosen that this value would be equal with the dimension 1.0. The same
dimensions would have to be equal to the maximum values of the functions sprk a
and (spr"a)P represented on the ordinate axis.
If we analyze the curves represented in the Figure 11 .3 we see that one of the
curves represented the function (SPJka)O.5 has a form very closed to a circle arc
developed on an angle of 90° (a qU2.drant of the circle) . This thing is entirely
confirmed after we traced the circle arc denoted by "c" with the center at the point
with the coordinates [a = 90°; (spr2a)O.5 = 0] and having the radius 1.0. This
circle arc is situated little more above the curve which represent the function

(sp r 2a )O.5, from where we conclude that it could be represented by the function
30"

Figure 11.1.

to mention that by
s 0 S; k S; co coupled
, such as 0 S; p S; co ,
.drant in the domain
t any similarity of a
, when k and p have

:SP1ka)P definite by
y we can meet with
s F(a) can not be

spr2a raised to the power p with little less than 0.5. We performed the calculations
for more such values of the power p and the best result is obtained for p = 0.445 .
We make the observation that spr2a is in fact the function sin a from CT
(Chapter 6) and thus for the circle arc "c" we can write the following equation:
y = (sin a)0.445 .

(11.5)

In this equation y represents the ordinates of the points situated on the circle
arc "c" and the abscissas are the values of the angle a . On the other hand, th e
equation of the circle arc "c" can be written expressing the)' ordinate as a function
of a in degree as such:

(11.6)
Regarding the + or - signs that should appear in the relation (11.6), we will
make he n ces ary discussion cOllsidering the rules applied in the CT.
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From the equations (11. 5) and (11.6) results the sin 0 can be expressed by
the following algebraic equation:
sino == {l-[l-(o /90)]2}1.1.

(11.7)

This empirical relation (11.7) is very simple, but eminently is less precise
then other algebraic relations for trigonometric functions, as the very well known
algebraic series or "products" with an infinite number of terms, factors,
respectively. It is known that these series or "products" give more precise values
when the number of the terms and factors respectively are very large.
The relation (11.7) precision is fairly high, with errors up to 5.3%, if we

where (J=0-180'

36C
variation of the fUI
representation of t
rad .) is given in Fi
For

0>

refer to the values of the angle 0 comprise in the domain 3° ~ 0 ~ 90 Surely then
the use of the relation (11.5), which represent the paratrigonometric modeling of
the circle, will bring us to the values for y affected by the same magnitude of error.
Everything what we have discussed above is referring to the circle arc "c",
0

•

developed on the angle 0 comprised in the domain 0° ~ 0 ~ 90° . Fro m the
trigonometric point of view (supplementary angles) the relation (11.5) is thus valid
and for the values of the angle 0 in the domain 0° ~ 0 ~ 180 Also , from th e
algebraic point of view by squaring the difference in the square parenthesis of
these relations (11.6) and (11.7), they will becorrie valid for the values of the angle

Fig.

0

•

o in this entire domain. For 180 ~ 0 ~ 360° , y of relation (1 J .5) has negative
values. Since the angle 0 in this interval has negative values will imply that sin 0
will be negative also and therefore to rise it to the power p = 0.445 is impossible.
In order to solve this problem we will write the relation (11.5) under the

11.3. Th(

0

form:

·0
Y = ±ISill
where

Is in 01

1°.445 .

(J 1.8)

is the absolute value of this function.

By the rules of the CT the sign + (plus) is used when the angle 0 is situated
in the trigonometric quadrants I and II and the sign - (minus) is used when the
angle 0 is s ituated in the trigonometric quadrants III and IV. We have to deal in
the same way with the relations (11.7) and 01.8), but in this case for the values
of

0

in the interval 180° ~ 0 ~ 360° , based on the very well known relations

of the CT, where we replace angle
- for 0° ~ 0 ~ 180

0

by the angle (J == 0 -180° . Thus we have:
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Thus we have :
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Fig. I 1.4. The function y according the relations (11.9) and ( 11.11),
for 3 semi periods (37t).

11.3. The case of a paratrigonometric function
rise to a variable power
It is known that the periodic functions of the "sinusoidal" type are amply
used in Electro-technology. In very many cases these functions cannot be
assimilated by sinusoids and having different forms they are represented with some
mathematical expressions sometimes more complex and with a graphical
representation which very often results from experiments.
As an example related with a modeling possibility of s uch graphical
representation by a paratrigonometric function raised to a variable power we will
choose the case of a periodic function, which appears in the Technology of the
Electrical Machines. Thus , we refer to the curve of the current i in the rotor of an
electrical machine when the case where the magnetic field between the teeth
limiting the slots is considered  [22], page 102, Fig, 76, a  We choose from this
figure the case U

(11.9)
(ll.I 0)

(ll.II)

(II . I 2)

For a > 360° the function y in the relation (11.8) will have a periodic
variation of the function sin a , as we very well know from th e CT. The graphical
representation of the function y for the three semi periods (540° respectively 3rr
rad.) is given in Figure I 1.4.
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g to the circle arc "c",

~

-{I - [1  (fJ / 90)]2}1. 1

= a-180° .

.$ a

80° . Also , from the
square parenthesis of
e values of the angle

=

75

= 1.18 . Un'

We considered that the maximal value for i is equal

with the unit and we traced it in coordinates [a; (sprk a)P ] for 0° .$ a.$ 90°
(Figure 11.5, curve Hi ').
If we also trace in this fi gure the curve which represen t the
paratr'gonom etric fun ction sprk a of order k = 1, thus we see that sPf'J a has a
trace ery close with the curve wh ich cpresents the currenl i on ne and the other
of its sides. We reca ll that the order k = 1 is characteristic to the Quadratic'
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Trigonometry (QT) - Chapter 6 - and thus, we can replace sprl a

P aralrigonometric lu

by sq a .

The analyses of these two curves traces make us to deduce that the portion from the
curve i function corresponding to some values of the angle a in the domain

0° ~ a ~ 47° can be expressed by the function sqa raised to a supra unitary power

(p> I).
1.0

v / 7
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this curve passes
we had shown
arriving to the fo

90°

Fig. 11.5. Variation of i (defined as above) and the paratrigonometric approximations of i.

Contrary, the portion from the curve i corresponding to some values of the

Consequer

angle a in the domain 47° ~ a ~ 90° can be expressed by the function sq a rai sed

mathematically r

to a under unitary power (p > I). In this case we can write:

in its tum is a
mathematical me
high precision, II

i

= (sqa)p

(11.13)

where p is, in this case, a variable value.
In order to determine the variation law of p as a function of a , for more of
its values, we give p some diverse supra unitary values (for a < 47° ) and under
unitary values (for a > 47° ) respectively, until the relation (11.13) is satisfied. This
. fact does not represent a problem when the computer is used. In the case of our
example we performed these calculations for ten values of the angle a in the

Evidently
starting from wh
represented in th
The curve
which perfonn

spr'2 a = Sill a , \

domain 0° ~ a ~ 90° . We mention that these ten values for the angle a were

= 0° we have sq a = 0 and thus
i = 0 , and for a =90° we ha ve sq a = I and thus i =1 . The values of p obtained in
this way are marked in a graph of p = p(a) in Figure 11.6 (with the reference to

Proceedin
corresponding te
the points of <;

the ordinate axis on the left side).

to the ordinate a

chosen in the interval So ::;; a ~ 8So since for a

concurrent lines
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Fig. J 1.6. Graphical representation of the functionp according to 11.14
and of the function v according to 11.16.

Unifying the conesponding points we obtain the curve p which can be
assimilated with a degree of precision sufficiently high with a parabola of second
degree with the vertex at the point of coordinates (a =:: 10° ; p = 1.3) and the
ramifications developed towards the decreasing values of p. Having in view that
this curve passes also through the point of the coordinates ( a = 47° ; P = 1.0), as
we had shown above, we determined the definition elements of the parabola
aniving to the following relation for it :

90°
l

c approximations of i.

p == 1.3 - 2.245 .10-4 . (a -10°).

(11.14)

to some values of the

Consequently it results that the variation curve of i as a function of a is

function sq a raised

mathematically modeled by the function (sq a)P - see relation (11.13) - where p

(11.13)

in its tum is a function of the angle a given by the relation 01.14). This
mathematical model represents the variation curve of i conform [22] to a sufficient
high precision, maximum error being of 5.6%.

~e

tion of a , fur more of
r a < 47° ) and under
11.13) is satisfied. Th is
~ed. In the case of our
)f the angle a in the

Evidently that for a > 90° the variation of i follows the trigonometric rules,
starting from what we have shown above in regard with the corresponding function
represented in the first trigonometric quadrant 1.
The curve i can be modeled even if we admit that the function (spr2

which perform the modeling has v in function of the angle a, also. Since
spr2 a = sin a, we have:

i = (sin

for the angle a were
ave sq a

=0

and thus

values of p obtai ned in
) (with the reference to

at

at.

(11.15)

Proceeding in the same way as above, we established values for
corresponding to a sufficiency large number of the values for the angle a. Uniting
the points of coordinates (a;v)we get with a suffi ci ent precision these two
concurrent li nes in the point (a = 60°; v = 2.3) , represented in Figure 11.6 (referred
to the ordinate axis

011

the right side).
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These lines are represented by the equation:

-al·

(11.16)

12.PARAT

Calculating the values of the function i using the relations (11.15) and
(11 .16) we obtain the deviation of its values from the graph we intend to modeling
of maximum 4.8%.
Using the examples discussed in this chapter we can see that there exists
multiple possibilities to mathematically model some functions defined graphica lly
by applying the paratrigonometric fun ctions raised to some powers, generic written

RELAT

v=2.3-0.018·160°

ASTHl

12.1. Introdli

by (sprk a)p , where k can have values in a very wide range and the power p in its
tum can have diverse mathematical expressions under the form of some functions
p(a).

11.4. Conclusions of Chapter 1 1

In Chapter 6 Wt
Chartesian coordinate:
The Basic Trigonome
represented in the Cha
We also, recall
following :

The following important conclusions summarize what we have discussed in
th ese above-mentioned chapters :

11.4.1. The paratrigonometric functions, especially the function sprk a ,
have multiple capabilities to model functions graphically defined which are
frequ ently m et in Physics and Technology, respectively. This thi ng is due the fact
that the "order" k of the paratrigonometric function can have infinitely many
values. These capabilities of the paratrigonometric function sprk a can be more
multiplied if the corresponding function is raised to a power p. In this case we have
the function (sprk a)p .

11.4.2. Many graphically defined functions and some algebraically defined
functions can be modeled by para trigonometric functions raised to a constant
power. Such a case is represented in the modeling of the circle with a high
precision.
11.4.3. A large possibility to model some functions graphically defined
which are frequently met in Physics and in Technology is to use the
para trigonometric functions raised to some power which themselves are defined as
functions of the angle a . In Subchapter 11.3 we discussed the case of a function
graphically defined.

where sprk a is "the

"the paratrigonometri

para trigonometric tan,
in the domain O:s; k ~
(The Classical Trigon
The Basic '
para trigonometric fun
the relation :

In the CT (k =
In the QT (k = I) BT
inscribed in a circle
" rhombuses" with Clj
O:s;k < l.
All of the BTF
the Chartesian coord
We intend to
these axes. We will I
between the coordi!
coordinates (x = 0; y
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ons defined graphically
owers, generi c written

12. PARATRIGON OMETRIC FUNCTIONS
RELATIVE TO THE FINITE SPIRALS
AS TIlE BASIC TRIGONOMETRIC FIGURES

12.1. Introduction

e and the power p in its
[onn of some functions

In Chapter 6 we analyzed the paratrigonometric functions represented in the
Chartesian coordinates and we showed the connection between these functions and
The Basic Trigonometric Figures (BTFs). These last ones in their tum were also
represented in the Chartesian coordinates.
We also, recall that the fundamental relations in the Paratrigonometry are the
following:

it we have discussed in

(12.1)
tpl} a

v the function sprk a ,

lly defined which are
ris thing is due the fact
I have infinitely many
m SPI} a can be more

:p. In this case we have

Ie algebraically defined
,s raised to a constant
the circle with a high

ns graphically defined
ology is to use the
emselves are defined as
a the case of a function

= tga

( 12.2)

where sprk a is "the paratrigonometric sine of order k of the ::l.ngle a", cprk a is
"the para trigonometric cosine of order k of the angle a " and tpYk a

is "the

paratrigonometric tangent of order k of the angle a". The order k can have values
in the domain 0 ~ k ~ ct:). Important particular cases are represented when k = 2
(The Classical Trigonometry - CT) and k = 1 (The Quadratic Trigonometry - QT).
The Basic Trigonometric Figures (BTFs) of the corresponding
paratrigonometric functions are in their tum expressed in Chartesian coordinates by
the relation:
( 12.3)
In the CT (k = 2) the corresponding BTF is a circle having its radius R = 1.
In the QT (k = 1) BTF is a rhombus with all its angles being right angles, which is
inscribed in a circle of the radius R = 1. For any other values of k the BTFs are
"rhombuses" with curved sides, which are convex for 1 < k ~ 00 and concave for
O~k < l.

All of the BTFs presently studied in regard with the PRT are symmetric with
the Chartesian
coordinate axis Ox - Oz.
,
.
We intend to study further these non-symmetric BTFs corresponding to
these axes. We will bring in our analyse those BTFs of spiral fo rm, which develop
between the coordinate point (x = 1; Y = 0), [o r a = 0 and the point of the
coordinates (x = 0; y = 0), fi r a = 2· K . 1'(, K an integer (K = 1,2, .. . , etc.) .
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Evidently, for the best representation of a spiral we are going to use the polar
coordinates.
In Chapter lOwe used the polar coordinates to represent some
paratrigonometric functions .
In what follows, we will analyze some paratrigonometric functions which
are related with these BTFs under the form of finite spirals, that is that the spirals
start and end in very well defined points in the coordinates system, as we have
shown above.

12.2. Archimedean Spiral, Logarithmic Spiral and Parabolic
Spiral having BTFs role in the Paratrigonometry .

Paratrigonometric junc

This spiral is dev i
to p = 0 (for a = ~
representation does
Another ver;
This one when the
relation:

where c and In are,
polar radius p witl
the condition that
c = 1 and the relatic

The classical mathematical expression for the Archimedean Spiral In the
polar coordinates is :
p=c·a
(12.4)
where p is the polar radius,

a is the angle formed by the polar radius with the

polar axis Op (see Fig. 12.1) and c is a constant. In other words, the polar radius
varies directly proportional with the angle a.

The polar ra

°

saying, the pole
more for a increa:
from p = 00 when

the pole 0, which c
Compared w
in function of the n
that the entire spin

tJ.p . In this case W I
p
In order to
obtain :

Because in e
Fig. 12.1. The Arehimedean Spiral

Accepting n

We can see that the Archimedean Spiral, expressed in this way - see (12.4), starts
from the pole 0 (for a = 0, p = 0) and tends towards infinity (for a = 00 , p = 00 ).
In order to establish the expression for the polar radius which decreases from
p=1 (for a=O)downto p=O (for a=2·K·;r),aswehave shown above, we
will use for the corr sponding spiral (which we name "finite") th e relation:

.

.

p = I-(a/2 7r 'n)

( 12.5)

where n represents the number of the complete spires (by 27r rad. eacb) developed
between p = I an d p = O. In Fig. 12.1 a such spiral is represented for which n = 4.

Considering
A Logarithn
(n = 4) and thus In
A spiral witl"
by the following ec

where a, b and p ar
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This spiral is developing in a trigonometric direction from p = 1 (for a = 0)

ates to represent some

to P = 0 (for a = 8n- ). For a > 8n the polar radius p becomes negative and this

l ometric functions which
'als, that is that the spirals
nates system, as we have

representation does not have any sense.
Another very well known spiral in Mathematics is the Logarithmic Spiral.
This one when the angle a increases in a trigonometric sense is represented by the
relation:
(12.6)

ira! and Parabolic

where c and m are constants greater then 0 (zero), and a is the angle formed by the
polar radius p with the polar radius Op, as we previously had shown. Since we set

:igonometry

the condition that for a

Ifchimedean Spiral

III

the

=0

to have p

p

::r words, the polar radius

from the relation (12.6) results that

c = I and the relation (12.6) results that c = I and the relation (12.6) becomes:

(12.4)
the polar radius with the ·

= I,

= e-lila.

( 12.7)

The polar radius p tends to 0 (zero) when a tends to +00 . In other way
saying, the polc 0 is the asymptotic pole where the spiral is approaching more and
more for a increasing to +00 , but 0 is never touched by the spiral. This "comes"
from p = <X) when a = -00 and passes through the point (a = 0 ; p = I), towards
the pole 0, which can be theoretically touched for a=: +00.
Compared with the previous situation (Archimedean Spiral) we accept that
in function of the number of the spirals (of 2n rad. each) from which we establish
that the entire spiral is fOlmed, the value of p is very small and we denote it by
/).p .

r

In this case we have:
A
-2,,·n·m
o.p=e
.

In order to determine m we take logarithm
obtain:

(12.8)
1D

the relation (12.8) and we

m = -(In /).p) / 2n- . n .

(12.9)

Because in every case /).p < I then the values of In will be positive.
Accepting n

") the relation:
(1 2.5)
rad. each) developed
ented for vhich n = 4.

4, as in the Archimedean Spiral case, we have:

m = -(In /).p ) / 81l" .

is way  see (12.4), starts
(for a = 00 , p =(0).
us which decreases from
have shown above, we

=

Considering for example, /).p

=0.025

(12.10)

we obtain m = 0.1 47 .

A Logarithmic Spiral conform the relation (12.7) and having four spires
4) and thus m = 0.147 , is represented in the Figure 12 .2.
A spiral with a similar form to the Archimedean Spiral is the one represented
by the followin g equ ation:

(n

=

p =a · a P +b
wbere a, b andp are constant values.

(12 .11 )
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12.3. T
Fig. 12.2. The Logarithmic Spiral.

Because the variable a is raised to a power (P), we namc the corresponding
curve to be the "Parabolic Spiral".
If in the relation (12.11) we make a = 0 , then we get b = I (in order to have
p = 1). If for a = 27C' n, we accept p

= 0, then

a = -(1/ 27C ·n)P. Thus the

equation (12.11 ) becomes:
p = I - (a / 27C . n)p .

(12.12)

For p = I the relation (12.12) is identical with the relation (12 .5). If we
accept n = 4, as above, the relation (12.12) becomes:
p = 1- (0.0398· a)p .

p(a)

(12 . 13)

The value for p can be chosen in a such a way that the curve of the function
can mathematically model in a very accurate way a specific fenomenon (in

We ca
paratrigonomet
will analyze tl'
previous chapt~
We den
of the angle I
of the angle a
of the angle a
RefclTini
between the m
function Cps a
segment 0]\1/'
follow ing rclati

Physics, for example) which can be represented by the relation (12.13).

-r -

We see
the Paratrigon ,
coordinate axis
the fundament3

n:
Fig. 12.3. The vector radius as a function of the angk

0.,

p(o.) for diverse spiral.

In the Figure 12.3 we represent the curves for the function p( a) expressed
by the above relations for n = 4.
Thus:
- the curve a (straight line), relation (12.5) for n = 4 and the relation (12.13)
for p = 1, respectively;
- the eurve b, the relation (12.7) for m = 0.147 corresponcling to !:J.p = 0.025
- see relat ion (1 2.10);

The disti
case which we
constant (numc
Also, frc
b expressed b:
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- the curve c, relation (12.13) for p = 2;
- the curve d, relation (12.13) for p = 0.4 .
The value p = 0.4 above was chosen by trying, so that the form of the curve
d to be the closest to the form of the curve b.
To some Basic Trigonometric Functions (BTF) having spiral forms,
analyzed above, exist corresponding specific trigonometric functions, and this will
be di scllssed in the next chapter.

12.3. The Paratrigonometric Spiral Functions
the corresponding
=I (in order to have

!2lf . I1)P. Thus the

We call the Paratrigonometric Spiral Functions
(PSFs)
those
para trigonometric functions, which are referred to BTFs with a spiral form. We
will analyze those PSFs, which are correlated with the spirals presented in the
previous chapter as BTFs.
We denote by Sps a the function "Spiral Para trigonometric Sinus
of the angle a ", with Cpsa the function "Spiral Paratrigonome tric Cosine

(12. 12)

.ation (J 2.5). If we

of the angle a" and with Tps a thc function "Spiral Paratrigonometric Tangent
of the angle a" .
RefclTing to the Figure 12.1, we see that Sps a is equal with the qllotient
between the magnitl:de of the line segment A1M r and the vector ndius p. The

(12.13)

llrve of the function

cific fenomenon (in

function Cps a

is equal with the quotient between the magnitude of the line

segment OlV! r ancI the vector radius p. Between these functions th ere are the
following relations:
2

12.13).

"")

(Sps a) + ((osa r = p-

(12.14)

Sps a / Cps a = Tpsa = (gee.

(12.15)

We see that these relations are similar with the fundamental relations from
the Paratrigonometry , ,vhich are in relation with the BTFs symmetric to the
coordinate axis Ox - Oy [6 ]. There is also, a similarity of the relation (12.14) with
the fundamental r~lation from the Classical Trigonometry (CT) :

).

8TC

2
2
sin a + cos a = 1 .

iverse spiral.

)l1

p( a)

expressed

(12.16)

The distinction between these two relations consists from the fact that, in this
case which we are analyzing now , in the ri g ht side of the equality in.stead of a
constant (numb e r 1) appears p , which is an algebraic function of a .
Also , from Figure 12.1 we observe that the functions Spsa and Cpsa can

the relation (12. I 3)

ding to I1p = 0.025

be expressed by the function s sin a and cos a (and p) in this way:

Sps a

= p' sin a

Cps a = p· cos a .

( 12 17)

(12.1 8)
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In the Figures 12.4 and l2.5 the function Cps (X is represen ted for the
foLLowing situ::ttions:
• in Figure 12.4:
- a - for the Archimedean Spiral, as <l B Tl' (see Figure 12.1);
- b - for the Logarithmic Spiral, as a BTF (see Figure 12.2);
• in Figure 12.5:
- c - for the Parabolic Spiral, (with p = 2) as a BTF;
- d - for the Parabolic Spiral, (with p = 0.4) as a B TF.
It is interesting to remark that if we develop the relation (12.18), using for p

enveloping curve
of the relation (1 ~
If we choo:
band d of Figure
BTFs namely, the

12.4. COJ
From wha
following import;

is to the reference for a Log<lrithmic Spiral (the index L), as BTF : by analogy,
we will also use the notations Cps A a when we refer to an Archimedean Sp iral

12.4.1. In
Trigonometric Fi
coordinate axis (
spirals, develope
between a = 0 u
-Archime
- Logarith
_. The spin

(the index A), as 8 TS and respecti veiy Cps p a when we refer to a Pa rabolic Spiral

The maih6

the relation (12.7) which is characteristic to the Logarithmic Spiral, we obtain:

CpSL

(X

=

e- m ·a . cosa .

(12.19)

We used the notation Cps L a in order to remark the fact that the Cps a

(the index P), as BT .

s imple t possibh
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~

~ P'

x

~
8 T!

7T!

= Xo . exp (-h· t) . cos (w· t + ~)

(12.20)

where x is the elongation, Xo is the variations amplitude, h is the amortization
factor, t is the time, OJ is the pulsation (circular frequency), (jJ is the initial phase
(diphase). For simplification if we accept Xo = 1 and ~ = 0, we obtain the relation:

i

I
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The relation (12.19) is exactly the equation for the Amortizcd Oscillations
from Physics and Mechanics respectively if we refer to the
echanical Systems
[23] , [24].
It is known that, the mathematical expression which characterizes the
Amortized Vibrations is:

i

\ 1~

Paralri onome/ric/unctiol7s relative to the finite spirals as the Basic Trigonometric Figures

0.

x

= exp (-h· t)· cos (w· t) .

This relation is similar with the relation (12.19), if we consider x

(12.21)

= Cps La ,

h· t = m· a and w· t = a, thus h / m = (:). 1n another words saying Cps L

CI.

can

represent an amortized vibration, in the case whcn the physical characteristics of
the vibration (h, t and w) are adequately in the relation (12.19).
Coming back to the Figures 12.4 and 12.5 , we see that in the Figure 12.4
"the enveloping curve" of the curve b represents thc graphical expression of the
relatioll (12.7). This curve was traced for positive valucs only of the function
Cps La. It is similar with the curve b of Figure 12.3 . In the same way "thc

a

~

871:

is represented for thc

enveloping curve" of the curvc d of Figure 12.5 represents the graphical expression
of the relation (12.13), forp = 0.4 and it is similar with the curve d of Figure 12.3.
If we choose adequately the value ofp, as we have shown before, the curves
band d of Figure 3 are looking very closc alike, even if they refer to the different
BTFs namely, the Logarithmic Spiral and Parabolic Spiral, respectively.

12.4. Conclusions of Chapter 12

ure 12.1);
re 12.2);

From what we have shown in the previous chapters, we call take the
following important conclusions:

~

.F.
ilion (12.18), using for p

ic Spiral, we obtain:
(12.19)
. the fact that the Cps a
L) , as BTF : by analogy,
o an Archimedean Spiral
refer to a Parabolic Spiral

12.4.1. In the Paratrigonometry (Chapter 6) beside the Symmetric Basic
Trigonometric Figures (BTFs) we can use the asymmetric BTFs with respect to the
coordinate axis Ox - Oy. In this paper we analyzed as BTFs the following finite
spirals, developed in the trigonometric sense with the values of the angle a
between a = 0 up to a = 2· K . 7r (where K is a positi ve integer number):
- Archimedean Spiral;
- Logarithmic piral;
- The spiral wh ich we named " Parabolic Sp ira l" .
The mathematical modeling of ti esc spirals in this hapter was done in the
si mplest poss ible manner ,such as by repre enling them in the po lar coordinates.
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The spirals are de veloping from the polar radius p

=I

towards p

= 0,

even to

p = 0 or tending to this value (for the Logarithmic Spiral).
12.4.2. The Paratrigonometric Functions corresponding to the BTFs
mentioned above (Spirals) denoted by Sps a, Cps a , etc., are expressed by the

13.

product of the vector radius function which characterize the corresponding spiral
p(a), and the trigonometric functions of the Classical Trigonometry (CT), sina ,
cos a , etc.

12.4.3. The function CpsL a referring to the Logarithmic Spiral (from
where we have the index L) as BTF, coincide with the m athematical expression of
the elongation in the case of the amortized mechanical vibrations.
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13. POSSIBILITIES TO REPRESENT SOME
SYMMETRIC FUNCTIONS BY UNIFIED
EQUATIONS AND SOME
OF THEIR APPLICATIONS
IN THE PARATRIGONOMETRY

Spiral (from

'mati cal expression of
.ons.

13.1. Introduction
Many times in practice, especially in Technology, we meet situations when
some graphical representations as contours of mechanical parts etc. consist in
putting together symmetrically of some curves segments which can't be
mathematically modeled by a single equation but by two distinct equations. These
curves together are not represented by monotonic functions [18 , 19] but they are
"fractured" at their contact point (Chapter 3) and in the Classical Mathematics the
attached functions to these curves are represented by distinct equations. Examples
of this kind are the tooted wheel profiles and the profiles of some cams, etc.
In what follows, we find a way to represent these two equations which
commonly are represented by two algebraic symmetric functions , by a unified
equation. For example, we will analyze some of such cases, starting with the
simplest one, namely the case of a fractured line segment represented by the
equation y = a· x (a const.) in the domain 0 :::; x < A, accepted as the " basic
function" (the segment OM of Figure 13 . 1). The "Symmetric Function" of the
respective basic function is characteristic to the segment MN (corresponding to the
domain A:::;X:::;2A.) of Figure 13 .1.
With this goal in our mind, we will analyze this first case as well as some
others in which intervene equations of superior degree and also some
paratrigonometric functions.

13.2. The case of the basic function y = a·x.
From the beginning we mention that in general the symmetric functions have
for symmetric axis the ordonate Oy axis [J 8]. In order to simplify what follows in
our analysis we will accept as the symmetry axis a line parallel with Oy axis
situated at a distance ), from it.
In Figure 13.1 is represented the basic function (denoted by Yb),
characteristic to the segment OM (co rresponding to the interval 0:::; x < A) and

The Paralrigonomelry
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the symmetric fun ction (denoted by Ys )' characteristic to the line segment MN
(corresponding to the interval A::; x ::; 2,1 ), as we have shown above.
Thus we have:

In the
between them
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(13.1)

If we consider that it for xb =,1 we have Yb =m the equation (13 . 1)
becomes:

This tn(
a general fom

(13.2)

If we c

We mention that by xb we denoted the current abscises for the functions
represented by the equations (13.1) and (13 .2) respectively and thus is referred to
the segment OM.

(m I A) could

This thi
"Binary Oper
gi ven by the fi

y

E

In the

N

x

difference bet

Fig. I3.1. Graphical representation of some line
segments OAl and MN sy mmetrically situated.

.As we have shown, the line segment MN is symmetric with OM, with respect
to the vertical line which passes trough M. The general form of the line equation
where the segment MN belongs is:
(13.3 )

Ys=b·xs+c.

We mention that by Xs we denoted the current variable refelTed to the
segment MN. The constants band c can be determined using the values for Ys and
Xs at the limits of the interval A::; x ::; 2,1 ; thus for Xs

=

A we have Ys == m , and

for Xs = 2,1 we have Ys = O. Introducing the above values in the equation (13.3),
we obtain b =
I A) and c = 2m and the respective equation becomes:

-em

Ys =2m-(ml A)'x s '

(13.4)

The equations (13.2) and (13.4) for the basic function and the symmetric
function respectively are different at the first glance, they can't be written under an
unified form. In order to do that we see that in Figure 13.1 the value of Yb at the
point P is equal with the value of Ys at the point R. Thus we have:
Yb(P) = Y s(R) .

(13.5)

difference. W(
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In the other side, the abscise values of the two cases are different, but
between them there exist the relation
(13 .6)

(J 3.1)

the equation (13.1)

This means that these two equations (13.2) and (13.4) could be unified under
a general fonn:
y

(13.2)

cises for the functions
and thus is referred to

=-( rn I }c) . x + 2· m .

(13.7)

If we can find a way that for the inlerval 0 ~ x < A thc sign of the factor
(m I A) could change from - (minus) to + (plus) and to dismiss the term 2m.
This think is possible if we introduce the factors A and B which we name
"Binary Operators" motive which we will further explain. These operators 2re
given by the following relations:
A = (x-},) /l x-},1
B

= [(.~ - A) + Ix -

In the above relation s (x  },)

AI] I

21x  /11·

( 13.8)
(13.9)

represents the algebraic value of the

difference between x and I"~ and Ix  AI represents the absolute value of this
Ie

; with OM, with respect
rm of the line equation
(13.3)

'ariable referred to the
g the values for Ys and
. we have Ys = m, and

I in the equation

(13.3),

:ion becomes:
(13.4)

.ion and the symmetric
an't be written under an
I the value of Yb at the
e have:
(13.5)

difference. We can see that for 0 ~ x < A , we have A = -I , and for A ~ x < 2A we
ha ve A = + 1. N 0\'1, what happen ',V'hen x = A ? In some Mathematical Works [18] is
shown that a function of x, as it is A, docs not have a limit for x == A. In other
words saying, for (x  A - £) , whcre £ is a positive value infinitely small, we have
A =  I and for (x  A + £) we have A = + I. On the other side we observe that if iD

the relation (13.8) we make x = A, for A appears an indetermination A = 010. If we
apply I'Hospital Rule to eliminate the indetermination for the point M, we will
have d(x  A) / dlx  AI = I and thus fo r this point the operator A = +1. With
another way saying the point M belongs to the segment MN, and the segment OM
approaches to the point M up to its immediate neighborhood. Thus we can say that
A = -I for 0 ~ x < }c and A = + 1 for A ~ x < 2}" . For this reason and because of
what we ha ve mentioned before, we used these corresponding limits.
Applying the same reasoning from above for the operator B case it results
th at for 0 ~ x < A we have B = 0, and for A ~ x < 2A we have B = + I.
We named A and B as "Binary Operators" since for these two value intervals
ofx above mentioned, they change their value from -I to +1 (for operator A case)
and from to + 1 (for operator B case) or inversel y (sec Table 13.1 in continuation).
These facts being established in order to give to the fom1ula (13.7) <l unique
general form for the two analyzed symmetric fun ctions, we use in a proper way
these two operators A and B and we obtain the equation:

°

y=- A·(m l).. )·x+2·Bm.

(13.10)
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For the interval 0 ~ x < A, we have A = -1 and B = 0 and the equation
(13.10) becomes the equation (13.2). For the interval A~x < 2A we have A = 1
and B = 1 and the equation (13.10) becomes the equation (13.7).
These operators mentioned above (A or B) were used by the authors in the
Chapter 9.

This h
( 13.14) any c
Beside
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hyperbo la
(x = 0.5· I,; )

13.3. The case of the circle segments (quarters)
In Figure 13.2 we represent as the basic function graph the quarter of the
circle OM. The graph of the symmetric function is the quarter of the circle M.

y
M

E

I

t.

I
I•

A

0 !' •

In thes

N

. I: x

Ie

Fig. 13.2. Circle quadrants OM and jl{N symmetrically situa ted.

Procee
hyperbola, Sy

The equations of the corresponding functions are:
2

Yb=A-A
-x
(
2

2

)1 /2

Ys = A - [ A -(2A - X)

2JI/2

(13.11)

(13.12)

In ord€
write the equ

Proceeding as in the prev ious case, discussed in Subchapter 13.2, we obtain
thi s unique equation

Y=A- [ Ie 2 -x 2 -4BA(A - X) JI /2

(13.13)

For 0 ~ x < A we have B = 0 and th e equation (13 .13) becomes the equation
(13.11) and for A ~ x < 2A we have B = 1 and the equation (13.13) becomes the
equation (13.12).

We se
identical. Th
to make acti,
In thi~
afferent to th

13.4. The hyperbolas case
We accept hyperbola as basic function represented by the equation:
Yb

=(a.x +b.xt
2

2

(13 . 14)

For th
equation (13
B = 1 and (8
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and the equation
ZJ. we have A = 1
f

the authors in the
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This hyperbola passes through the origin and does not have III equation
(13.14) any constant unassociated with the variable x.
Beside the point with the coordinates (x = 0; Yb == O· c) , we consider that the
hyperbola
also
passes
through
the
point
of
the
coordinates
(x == O.S· ).; Yb = 0.6· m) - see Figure 13.3, curve OM.

h the quarter of the
fthe circle M.

E

E

CD

ci

N

!,

x

Fig. \3.3. Hyperbola segments OM and MN symmetrically situated.

In these conditions the equation (13.14) becomes :
2
Yb ==[ 0.S6·(ml Ai ·x +0.44.(m 2 I A.).xf2

(13.1S)

tuated.

Proceeding, as in the previous cases, now for the segment MN of the
hyperbola, symmetric with the segment OM, we have the equation
(13.11)
(13.12)

lapter 13.2, we obtain

(13.13)
becomes the equation
(13.13) becomes the

Ys

=[ 0.S6·(ml A.) 2 ·X 2 -2.68· (m2I A.) ·x+3.12·m 2 J1 /2

(13.16)

In order to make the unification of equations (13. IS) and (13.16) possible we
write the equation (13 .IS) under the form:
?

2

2

2

Yb = [ 0.S6·(ml A.t·x -2.68·(m I A.)·x+3.12·(m A.)·x

J1/2 . (13.17)

We see that in the equations (13.16) and (13.17) the first two terms are
identical. Thus, we need operators of type A and B from above to obtain solutions
to make active the third term from each of these equations.
In this way we can write the unified equation for the symmetric functions
afferent to the hyperbolic segments OM and MN as:

y=[ 0.S6·(ml A.)2 ·x 2 -2 .68·(m 2 I A.)·x+
(13.18)
+3.12·(m 2 A.)·(B-A)·x+3 .12·B·m 2J1I2

he equation:
(13.14)

For the interval 0 S; x < A., when B = 0 and A == -I thus (B - A) == I, the
equation (13 .18) becomes the equation (13.IS) . For the interval A. S; x < 2A. , when
B = I and (B - A) == 0, the equation (13. 18) becomes the equation (13. I 6).
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In Table 13 .1 we give synthetically all the possibilities in the change of the
algebraic signor or the annihilation of the binary operators A and B which can
appear alone or together in our present analysis.

Compari
tbe operators A
two symmetric
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Table /3. f

For the i
(13.23) becom(

The values of the Binary Operators A and B
T he operlltor

The intcrvlll

OS:X<A
J..S: x S:2J..

A

-A

B

-B

(A - B)

(B -A )

-1
+1

+1

0

0

-1

+1

-1

+1

-1

0

0

B = 1 and thus

13.6. T

13.5. The case of the cubic parabolas
We accept as a basic function a cubic parabola having as equation
3
Yb =a·x +b

(13.19)

In this (
graphical repre
that in tbe basil
of x increases.
Thus we
function has the

and also we accept that for x=O;Yb =O.I·m, thus b=O.I·m. For x=;{, we will
have
Yb =a·;{,3 +O.I·m

(13.20)

Now we

x =;{, we have
from where a=0.9·ml;{,3 and thus the equation (13.19) becomes
Yb =(0.9·m l ;{,3).x 3 +O . I·m.

For thc interval 0 S; x
of Fi g ure 13.4.

<;{,

If we intI
(13.21)

to this equations is corresponds tbe segment QM

This equ.

y

E
E

Q

N

0

6

A

A

x

Fig. 13.4. Cubic parabola segments QM and MN symmetrically situ ated.

The symmetric parabolic segment MN (in the interval ;{, s; x < 2;{,)
represented by the equation

Y s =(0.9·,ml;{' 3 )·(2A.-x) 3 +O.l·m.

IS

(13.22)

Using a
QM) we obtain

:aralrigollomelry
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change of the
B which can

Comparing the equations (13.22) and (13 .21) and considering the values of
the operators A and B from Table 13.1, it follows that the unified equation of the
two symmetric parabolas is

y=(0 .9·m / ,13).(2BA-Ax)3 +O.I · m.

lie 13.1
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(13.23)

For the interval O:S; x < A, we have A = -1 and B = 0 and thus the equation
(13.23) becomes equation (13.21). For the interval A:S;x:S;2A, we have A = I and
B = I and thus the equation (13.23) becomes equation (13.22).

~
'_A)
+1

o

13.6 . The case of the exponential functions

Ion
( 13.19)

In this chapter we will analyze two symmetric functions of which the
graphical representation is distinct from those of the previous chapters, in the way
that in the basic function the value of y decreases at the same time when the value
of x increases.
Thus we accept the case of two exponential functions when the basic
function has the form:

x = ,1 we will
(13 .24)
(13.20)

Now we impose the following conditions: for x = 0 we have Yb

x =,1 we have Yb

= m, and for

= O.

Ifwe introduce these constants a and b in the equation (13.24) we obtain:
(13 .21)
e segment QM

(13.25)
This equation is valid for the segment QM of Figure 13.5.

y
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E
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_.
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.I.
I
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. IX

Fig. 13.5. Exponential Functi ons segments
QM and I\IIN symmetrically situated.

ted.

,1, :S: x < 2,1, )

IS

(13 .22)

Using a similar reasoning as above, for the segment MN (symmetric with
QM) we obtain the equation:

Ys =[m / (e-~ - 1)J·[e(A.-x) -IJ.

(13.26)
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Comparing the equations (13.25) and (13.26) and using the operators A and
B, we obtain the following unified equation for the two symmetric functions:

Since, a:

94

y =[m l(e- A,1_1)] '[ e(?.-Bx) _e(B-A)x).

comprised in t

(13.27)

We see that for the interval 0:;; x < A, the equation (13.27) becomes
equation (13.25) and for the interval A:;; x:;; 2,1" the equation (13.27) becomes
equation (13.26).

13 .7. An application in the Paratrigonometry
In chapter 11 we analyzed the case of a representation by
a paratrigonometric function (raised to a variable power) of the electrical current i
in the rotor of an electrical machine for some conditions of its operation.
In this chapter we give a mathematical model for a portion of this curve with
the values of the angle a (rotation angle of the rotor) comprised in the domain

0° ~ a < 90° . The corresponding curve is represented in Figure 13.6 and its portion
ill the domain mentioned above is comprised between the points 0 and M, in order
to enter in the same notation system used in this paper. In other words, we
represent the basic curve ib by the curve OM.

the domain 9
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In what
applying the m
Thus, fo
symmetric port
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Fig. 13.6. Symmetric Para trigonometric Function.

Table 13 .1), an
For simplification, i was represented in a such a way that its maximum value

interval 90° ~ (

(for a = 90° ) is I (one).
From Chapter 11 we remember that i and ib respectively, in our case is

relation (13.33)

given by the relation

13.8. C
(13.28)

where sq a is the function "sinus paratrigonometric of order k = I of the angle a",
which is the same thing as "sinus quadratic of the angle a". In its tum, p is a
function of the angle a, given by the relation
p = 1.3 - 2245.10-

4

. (a

-10° ).

(13.29)
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Since, as we have shown, the relation ib is valid for values of the angle a
comprised in the domain 0° ~ a < 90° , in the Chapter 11 was mentioned that, for
the domain 90° ~ a ~ ISO° , the form of the curve is obtained applying the
trigonometric rules for the supplementary angles.
In what follows, for the domain 90° ~ a ~ ISO° , we will solve this problem
applying the method developed in the previous subchapters.
Thus, for the portion MN of the curve in the function i, that is for the
symmetric portion OM we will have the relation
(l3.30)

a representation by
f the electrical current i
Its operati on.
ortion of this curve with
omprised in the domain
gure 13.6 and its portion
points 0 and M, in order
ler. In other words , we

where
CY =

1.3 - 2.245 .10- 4 . (170° -a).

(13.31)

Using the binary operators of the type A and B mentioned above, we can
write this unified relation for i, which is valid for the entire interval 0° ~
under this form:

. (BO

1=

-

a

AO).
BO.
. tb +
' I
s

~ IS0° ,

(13 .32)

or using the relation (13 .2S) and (13.30) :

i=(BO-Ao)·(sqa)P +Bo .[sq(lSO-a)f

(l3.33)

O

where AO and B are the binary operators A and B, conform the relations (l3.S)
and (\3.9) from above where the measure x was replaced with a [0] , and the

-

measure )" was replaced with 90° compatible with our case.
F or the interval 0° ~ a < 90° we will have (BO- AO) = + I and B = 0 (see
O

:tion .

Table /3.1), and thus the relation (13.33) becomes the relation (l3.2S). For the

iy that its maximum value

interval 900 ~a~ISO° we will have (B O-Ao)=O and BO=+I, and thus the
relation (13.33) becomes the relation (13.30).

spective1y, in our case is

13.8. Conclusions of Chapter 13
(13 .28)

:lcr k c=

\

of the angle

a",

Ie a". In its tum, p is a

(13.29)

From what we have discussed above we can mention some impol1ant
conclusions:

13.S. 1. There exist some situations when some symmetric functions appear
and they have graphical representations symmetric with respect to some symmetric
axis . These functions were before represented with distinct equations.
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13.8.2. Introducing some special mathematical operators named "binary
operators" we can relatively easy formulate unified equations for the symmetric
functions. The different values of the respective operators (+ 1, -lor 0) introduced
in the unified equations will particularize them, making them valid for the " Basic
function" respectively for the "Symmetric function".
13.8.3. We analyzed for example, functions of degree 1, 2 and 3 as well as
exponenti al functions and also a paratrigonometric function.
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14. A SIMPLIFIED ALTERNATIVE
TO D EVELOP PERIODIC FU N CTIONS
IN TRIGONOMETRIC FOURIER SERIES

14.1. Introduction
We know the fact that the periodic functions having a constant period which
can ' t be expressed by a unique equation can be brought to the situation to be
expressed by an unique equation using the Fourier Trigonometric Series [18], [20].
Thus, for example, a periodic succession of the line segments graphically
represented in Figure 14.1 (named rectangular function) is mathematically
expressed by the following equations:
- for 0 < x < Jr

y=b

(l4.1)

y = -b

(14.2)

- for Jr < X < 2Jr

y

I
I

ILl
I

x

'

I

Fig. 14.1. The rect angul ar periodic function.

in order to put the two above equations in a unique equation valid for the
entire domain 0 < x < ct:) , we can use the following trigonometric series:
y = (4b / Jr)[ sin x + (sin 3x) / 3 + (sin 5x) / 5 + .. .] .

(14.3)

Also, a periodic function having a graphical representation of the form of
"saw teeth" (triangular function) , as in Figure 14.2, can be expressed by the
equation:

y

=

(8b / Jr 2 ) [sin x - (sin 3x) / 9 + (sin 5x) / 25 - :..] .

(14.4 )
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Fig. 14.2. The triangular periodic function.

Practically, any kind of periodic functions can be mathematically expressed
by similar equations with the equations (14.3) and (14.4). We know th at these
equations are enough complicated since for establishing the algebraic terms a nd
factors (non trigonometric) which they comprise is very elaborate. O n the other
side, these respective equations remain essentially expressed with a certain
approximation, their degree of precision depending on the number of the
trigonometric terms in the series.
In what follows we will present a simpler method to express mathematically
the periodic functions, where we will not use the Fourier serie s.

14.2. Periodic Functions expressed by using "Matrix
Functions", "Matrix Transported Function"
and of the "Transport Function"
We consider a fWlction of which the graphical representation in the interval

In

I

sign at th
following

We
(14.6) we I

The
algebraic s
variable v,
see relatior

Wei

O:so; x:so; 2A is as given in Figure 14.3 (bold noted curve).

equal with
curren t coe

y

positive inl
... , +00. In

I

A__~_~1

~______+i _4__

value x "JX
all these fa
Yml' In fact ,
It fc

X

Fig. 14.3. Periodic function formed
from the successions of the semi·circles.

x=2·,,1,+1

correspond
Wc name this "The Matrix Function " (YM) since this is the one which we
intend to transform in a "Periodic Function" (yp) having the period 4Jc. Each semi
period of the size
is corresponding to the positive values and respectively to the
negative values of the considered function. Thus we have:

The

n

Y m = Ym(xm )
where the variable

Xm

is in the interval O:so; x :so; 2,,1, .

(14.5)

lntre
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To transform the function Ym in a periodic function (yp) having the period 42,
thus to extend the function Ym by the periodicity [21], we will "transport" the
function Ym along the Ox axis in the entire domain up to x = +00 and we will do this
in a such way that alternatively, at equal intervals with the semi period 2/" the
function will change its algebraic sign. In order to do that we use the trigonometric
function "sinus" and we will transform the linear measure of the abscissas x into an
angular measure . As a consequence, to the semi-period 22 it will correspond the
semi period TL To the variable with linear character x will correspond the variable
with angular character v and the connection between them is the following:

lathematically expressed
4). We know that these
the algebraic terms and
elaborate. On the other
pressed with a certain
Dn the number of the

u={7r/U)·x

In order to "transport" tbe matrix function and to change alternatively its
sign at the intervals equal with 22, as we have shown above, we introduce the
following function expressed by the trigonometric function "sinus":
Yt = (sin u) / Isin

) express mathematically
meso

(14.6)

ul ·

We name the function y, the " transport function" . If we consider relation
(14.6) we have:
Yt = [sin (ff / U) · x] / Isin (ff / 2A)I·

,y"Matrix.

. "
lcuon

·esentation in the interval

(14.7)

( 14.8)

The function y, have all the time the value equal with 1 (one), but its
algebraic sign changes at equal intervals with the semi period TC, re ferred to the
variable v, respecti vely at the intervals equal with 2)., if we refer to the variable x
see relation (14.8) .
We remember that initially the matrix function Ym is expressed on an interval
equal with 2A relatively to the abscissas axis Ox. For this reason we refer the
current coordinate to this interval. Thus we can write x = 2},,· n -I- x m ' where n is
positive integer number belonging to the natural number system, thus n = 0, 1 , 2,
... , -1-00 . In this way in order to use the function y, (x m ), we will arrive to its current
value x "moving" this function along Ox axis "s teps" equal with 2},. Considering
all these facts it appears "The transported matrix function" which we denote with
Ymt. In fact, this is the function Ym where instead of Xm we introduce (x - 2/en) .
It for example, we have x = 3· 3A , we will write this under the form
x = 2· A -I- 1.3 · A and we have in this case n = land in the matrix function the
corresponding absc issa is xm = 1.3· A .

[his is the one which we
the period 4,1.. Each semi
es and respecti vely to the

The desired periodic function which we finally want to have is
Yp = Ymt· Yt·

( 14.9)

Introducing Yt of relation (14 .8) we have
(14.5)
Yp

=Ymt

. [sin (ff / U )· x] / Isin(ff / 2},)· xl.

(14.10)

The Para trigonometry

A simplified al

If we compare the method in the development of periodic functions in
Fourier series with the method which we proposed, we observe that in the first case
it is done by "composition", in the direction of the Oy axis of a specific periodic
function (or of a specific function which is desirable to be periodic), by adding
some trigonometric functions, while in our case we proceed in moving in the
direction of Ox axis with well established steps, of a know function on an finite
interval of the variable x.
In our proposed method case in this paper we eliminate all the disadvantages
of the development in Fourier series, mentioned in Subchapter 14.1, in the sense
that we have less unnecessary laborious computations and the precision in
modeling mathematically this considered function is of 100%.

Startii
developed iI

100

the relation
Subchapter.
by lA. Th(
of Figure 14

For 0
In conscque
=:0.7,1 , we

have the neg

14.3. Examples of obtained periodic functions
starting from Matrix Functions

admit x
Yt2

=:

=5

+1 ane

14.3.1. The case of the line segments parallel with the Ox axis

As a first application example of our method developed in the pervious
Subchapter isjust the case mentioned in Subchapter 14.1, when we have the Matrix
Function Ym! =: b defined on the interval 0 ~ x ~ 2,1. As a result of our above
discussion , since the function Ym! is independent of x we will also have the

14.4.

In pre
impo11ant COl

function Ymtl independent of x, thus

14.4.1.
(14.11)

Yl1l tl = b .

The transport function Yt is given by the relation (14.8) and thus the
periodic function Ypl will be:
YpJ =b·[sin(7[x!2,1)]!lsin(7[x!2A.)I·

(14.12)

Thus for example, for x = 3.3 . A. we will have Y pi=: -b , and for x = 4.1 · A.
we will have Yp! = +b .

trigonometric
Increase pre(
respective tri
14.4.2
this Cha~
variable. We
its periodicit:
Forth
"Transported
111

14.3.2. The case when the Matrix Function is represented by a semi-circle
14.4. ~

In Figure 14.3 in fact we represented such a function. The equation which
represents the semi-circle Matrix Function, valid in the interval 0 ~ x ~ 2,1 IS:
(14.13)

respectively:

Y m2

=:

2 112

(2,1· xm - x m )

.

(14.14)

Method and
This fact wa~
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functions in
e that in the first case
of a specific periodic
periodic), by adding
.ed in moving in the
function on an finite

Starting with the form (14.14) of the equation and applying the method
developed in this paper we obtain the transport Matrix Function Y m t2 replacing in

e all the disadvantages
ter 14.1, in the sense
the precision in

Yp2 =Ymt2 ·[sin(llxl2A) / !sin(r.x I 2.-1,)!J.

the relation (14.14) the xm with (x-2kn), as we have shown in the previous
Subchapter. We remember that n is "the integer part of the quotient in dividing x"
by 21... The periodic function which represents the semi circle succession
of Figure 14.3, using the relation (14 .8) will be

For example, if we accept x:= 2.7 . .-1, we have x 12.-1,:= 1.35 and thus n = 1.
In consequence, replacing in the relation (14.13) xm with x - 2n.-1, = 2.7.-1,  2.-1,
:=

0.7.-1" we obtain Ym t2

= 0.954 · .-1,.

have the negative value Y/?

1S

(14.15)

=:

On the other side, the transport function will

-1 and thus Yp2 have also a negative value. If we

admit x=: 5.1·.-1"

performing the necessary calculations we have Y ml2 and
Yt2 = + 1 and thus the periodic function Y p2 will have a positive value.

e Ox axis

eloped in the pervious
[
vhcn
we have the Matrix
s a result of our above
we will also have the

(14.11)

:on (14.8) and thus the

(14.12)
=-b , and for x:=4.1·.-1,

14.4. Conclusions of the Chapter 14
In presenting the previous Subchapters we have the following more
important conclusions:
14.4.1. The Fourier Method Il1 developing periodic functions Il1
trigonometric series is laborious and does not have a 100 % precision. In order to
increase precision there is a need to increase the number of the terms of the
respective trigonometric series.

14.4.2. The mathematical modeling Method of a periodic function presented
in this Chapter starts from a basic function valid for a limited domain of its
variable. We named this function the "Matrix Function" and we proceed to extend
its periodic ity.
For this reason we introduced two types of functions which were named the
"Transported Matrix Function" and respectively, the "Transport Function".

sented by a semi-circle

tion. The equation which
erval 0 s x s 2.-1, is:
(14.13)

(14.14)

14.4.3. The Method developed in tbis paper is much simpler then the Fourier
Method and ensures a degree of precision in its mathematical modeling of 100%.
This fact was illustrated by examples referring to two types of Matrix Functions.
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